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iIMTRODUCTION <
,i
Teaching experience, reading, and observations taken in the Nursery
Schools have revealed to this writer the importance of the narsery school
teacher's very close contact with the individual children as well as her
opportvmity for significantly influencing and helping the preschool child
in each phase of his daily development. As a result of observations taken
on such activities as active, physical play, routines, motor development,
emotional development, teacher-child relationships, and speech habits, thia
writer became aware of the importance of the language development in the
Hursery School. The child's ability to understand his teacher to a reason-
able degree through such channels as motor activity, observation of nature,
hearing of music, and compliGince to routines, was evident, but in the final
analysis, the accepted and most efficient way of the child understanding
and being understood is through the medium of language.
Ab the nursery school teacher guides the child in the early yesrs,
she has the opportunity to understand and to be understood as well as to
guide the language development and vocabulary growth of the child at the
most important phase of his life cycle. It is apparent that the cnild's
development of vocabulary is the foundation for his ultimate acquisition
of language, a primary need for him to successfully adjust to society.
Thus two factors have served as the motivation for this study:
1. The unique opportunity which the nursery
school teacher has for guiding and influenc-
ing almost every phase of the young child's
life.
2. The vast importance of language as the primary
channel through which the nursery school teacher

works as she attempts to help the child in each
of the phases contributing toward his total
development and progress.
With these two factors in mind, this writer has planned this study
the purpose of:
1, showing how the preschool child develops his vocabulary
2, showing the teacher's responsibility in the development
of the child's vocabulary in each phase of the nursery
school program.

CHAPTER I
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Several investigators have contributed to our knowledge of the very
1
beginnings of language development in the human being. Ragsdale asserts
that the reflex biirth-cry and early vocalizations of infancy have no
intellectual or emotional meaning. He explains further:
"Air used to supply the blood with oxygen
makes a noise when pulled rapidly over the
vocal cords. Varying tensions, blockings, and
diverse positions of mouth and throat peurts
alter the quality of the sounds. That organic
states such as hanger and pain produce character-
istic tensions, and hence characteristic sounds,
is possible.
"
2 5
Bean's findings indicate agreement with this theory. Brooks also
states that the "birth-cry results from air passing rapidly over the vocal
4
cords" and has no emotional or intellectual mesuiing. Blanton and Blanton
indicate that the birth-cry is probably a reflex.
1/ Skinner, 0. E. , and Heurriman, P. L. , editors. Child Psychology,
UacMillan Company, New
York, Chap. VI by {lags-
dale, C. E.
, p. 15I, 19^1.
2/ Bean, C. H, , "An Unusual Opportunity to Investigate the Psychology of
Language", Journal of Genetic Psychology, Vol. 40, pp.
181-202, 1952.
^ Brooks, F. D, , Child Psychology , Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston,
p. 179, 1957.
4/ Blanton, S. and Blanton, M. G. , Child Guidance
, Century Co. , 1927.
5
There seems to be general agreement among investigators that the
1
vowel sounds appear first. Ragsdale explains the general outline of
sound appecLrances
:
"These [vowel sounds] are closely followed
by M and N in combination with vowels. The P
and B appear at about the same time. Gutterals,
particularly the G and K, are sounded early, as
is also the H. The P and V may be late in
appearance. Some investigators place the R and
L as the last sounds to appear, but others find
them early.
"
2
Moore finds a child uses all sounds in the language by the foiirth
month. Brooks indicates the importance of tracing the process by which
all these early incotoprehensible babblings of the infant gradually become
comprehensible as the child grows older, "because this change is an index
of his development in language".
4
McCarthy has found that the child's oral language increases in its
comprehensibility as the child grows dkler. She reports that the incompre-
hensible utterances decrease rapidly from the age of one and a half to
three or three and a half years. At one and a half years about one fourth
of a child's vocalizations can be understood, at two years, two thirds are
understandable, at three years, nine tenths are comprehensible, and at
four years, 99.6 per cent.
1/ Skinner & Harriman, 0£. cit. , p, 15I.
2/ Moore, K. C, , "The Mental Development of a. Child", Psychol. Rev. Monog .
Suppl
. ,
I, No. 5, 1896.
1/ 0£. cit. , p. 180.
4/ McCarthy, D. A., Psychological Bulletin , Vol. 26, pp. 51, 625-651.

The randan vocalizations made by the very young child serve as a
prelude to the next step in language development which is described in
1
definite stages by Allport as:
1. Random articulation of syllables
with fixation of circular responses,
2, Evoking of the same articulate
elements by the speech sounds of
others.
5. Conditioning of the articulate
elements (evoked by others) by
objects,
2
Brooks indicates the importance of realizing that the development
of language does not start with the child imitating the adult, but rather
with the adult imitating the child. Actually what happens is that the
child talks because he hears himself talk, "At no time during the devel-
opment of language can a child imitate an essential sound element that he
has not already made in the course of his spontaneous vocalizations,"
Ragsdale asserts a similar theory and furthermore explains that "redupli-
cation of behavior is characteristic of infancy and early childhood;
apparently some kind of 'set' persists, often for many minutes".
"....Reduplication in language sounds is
common. Continued production of 'da, da, da'
sets the steige for conditioning of the vocal
'da' as response to the auditory 'da' as stim-
ulus . The infant thus learns to imitate sounds .
At ar^ stage of language development we
should expect the child's intentional production
of acceptable sounds to be no more accurate and
extensive than his repertoire of imitative sound
production behavior permits
1/ Allport, S. H. , Social Psychology , Houghton Mifflin, Co., Boston,
Ch. 8, 1924.
2/ o£. cit.
, p. 175.
2/ Skinner So Harriman, o£, cit . , p, 152.

Possibly habits of language imitation are
motivated in part by more generalized imitative
tendencies. The child learns to imitate many
types of behavior, and discovers that it is often
worthwhile to observe others and try to do as they do.*
1
Brooks reports concerning language comprehension of the child that a
child can understand language he hears long before he is able to reproduce
2
it orally. Gesell's observations give evidence of this tojcu In his re-
search at the Yale Child Development Clinic, he found that:
"a half or more children at nine months
can make motor adjustments to certain words
which indicate some degree of comprehension of
the questions asked. They can make responses
such as to look in answer to the question,
'vniere is the kitty?' or to put up the hands
in answer to the question, 'How big is the baby?'."
Children from eighteen to twenty-four months were tested and a larger
proportion of the older ones were able to point out an object in a relative-
ly simple picture in response to a request such as, "Show me the shoe". He
found that children from two to three years of age develop the ability to
understand oral directions to "put a ball on a box, to put it in the box,
to put it behind a box (or chair), to put it in front of the box, or under
a chair". At two years of age, from two thirds to four fifths of the
infants can perform two of the above tasks correctly. About the same pro-
portion can perform three of these tasks correctly by thirty-six months.
"At the four-year-level, Gesell had the
child look at a picture of a boy blowing soap
bubbles, and asked, 'What is the boy doing?'
After some further instructions and explana-
tions the child is asked to draw one bubble under
the chair, two above the boy's head, three behind
the boy, foiar in front of him."
1/ o£. cit.
, p. IttO.
2/ Gesell, A. L. , The Mental Growth of the Preschool Child , MacMillan Co.,
New York, 1920, as sxanmarized by Brooks, o£. cit.
, p. 161

Gesell found that nine tenths of the four-year-olds placed the bubbles
under and above correctly and about one half of them could carry out
correctly all four ccxnmands.
,
Many studies have been done t?o ascertain the onset of the child's
1
first word, but as Brooks indicates, "one cannot be sure about the child's
first word because so many variable conditions help to determine it". He
explains that parents are prone to recognize chance vocalizing as real
langueige especially if the vocalizing occurs when some object or person is
2
present to which the sound might refer. Mead found through retrospective
reports of parents that normal girls talk at an earlier age than bqys, the
girls' median age for beginning being 15.5 months, and that of the boys,
16.5 months. Smith reported that none of the thirteen eight-months-old
children studied had begun to talk. Seventeen ten-months-old children
4
showed an average vocabulary of one word. Gesell found that from 20 to 49
percent of nine-months-old children were reported by mothers as being able
5
to say one word in addition to "da-da" and "ma-ma". Day's findings indi-
cate that twins begin to talk one month earlier than other siblings,
\J 0£. cit. , p. 182.
2/ Mead, C. G. , "The Age of Walking and Talking in Relation to General
Intelligence", Fed. Sefl. , VoX. 20, pp. 460-464, l^ij.
\/ Smith, M, E. , "An Investigation of the Development of the Sentence and
the Extent of Vocabulary in Young Children", University
of Iowa Stud.
, Stud, in Child Welfare , VoX. 5, No, 5,
p. 92, 1926.
4/ o£. cit
. , pp. X, 447.
5/ Day, E. J, , "The Development of Language in Twins: I. A Comparison of
Twins and Single Children", Child Development
,
Vol. 5,
pp. 179-X99, 1952.

1Terman'a study of 1000 gifted children showed that the children knew at
least three words at eleven months and said short sentences at seventeen
months. The girls accomplished this ability sooner thsua the boys. A con- i
i
secutive study of twenty-five somewhat superior babies was made by Shirley
who found that the median age of the first comprehensible word spoken in
the examiner's presence was sixty weeks. Most of the mothers, however,
said that a vocabulary of two or three words was present at one year. The
examiner found marked individual differences in the age at which the first
j
comprehensible word was spoken in his presence.
5 \
Brooks explains the development of word meanings is dependent mostly i
on the child's experience.
"Objects, events, persons, and all situations
simple or complex have meaning for the child because
of his experiences with them.... All of the actions
that he can do to objects, and all of the effects
% that they have upon him, give these objects mean-
ings . "
He shows how the child learns mesoiing in terms of activity-mesuiings
connected with words. This "definition-in-terms-of-use" is typical of
early childhood. A child, when asked the meaning of an object, tends to
1/ Terman, L. M. , the Measurement of Intelligence: An Explanation of and
a Complete Guide for the Use of the Stanford Revision
and Extension of the Binet Simon Intelligence Scale
,
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston,
, pp. xviii, 562, c. 1916.
2/ Shirley, M. M. , "The First Two Years: A Study of Twenty-five Babies",
Intellectual Development
,
University of Minnesota
Press, Minneapolis, Minn,, Vol. II, pp. xvi, 515,
c. 1955.
y 0£. Pit . , p. 182.

define it in terms of use or activity, such as, "A car is to ride on",
1
etc.. Hagboldt similarly relates the development of word meanings to
experience:
"Word meanings are learned by aji abundance
of experience. The various meanings of a word
cannot be learned in a single sentence. An
infinite number of sentences is required. We
learn one meaning at a time. The first meaning
we become aoquaj.nted with is merely a casual
acquaintance.
. • • The full significance of a word
can only be experienced
.
Experience will teach us,
the dictionary will not.
"
He shows how isolated meanings become a part of lajiguage as a whole:
"Units of speech, then, may be called single
meaningful sounds: several sounds forming a sentence
word: sequences of sound constituting a short sen-
tence or stress groups consisting of several words
intimately connected by thought.
These units are of great importance in
language learning. When we speak we do not invent
new units of speech. Everything we say is made up
from units we have retained by hearing them or read-
ing them frequently, ....
I
Language, then, consists of units of speech I
corresponding to definite concepts or ideas. The
sum total of our experience with language and the
retentativeness of our memory determines the num-
ber of tmits which we finally master. The units i
of speech we master make up our linguistic equip-
ment. "
2
Walpole suggests that in getting at the meaning of words we use a "limited
number of routes in the process of definition". That is, we link up
specific terms with more general (or familiar) ones by the use of a small
I
1/ Hagboldt, P.
,
Language Learning
,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
pp. 16, 17, 1955.
2/ Walpole, H. , Semantics-The Nature of Words and Their Meaning , W. W.
Norton & Co., New York, p. 128, 129-155, 19^1.

number of connections. Such connections could be grouped under five
headings: i
Similarity relations
l|
Part and whole relations
:j
Causal relations
Spatial relations
Time relations
1
Ragsdale asserts that naming is the first real important factor in the
|
process of leaniing word meaning. He suggests that "whenever intense pre-
occupation with an object occurs in conjunction with clear perception of
a specific sound that is understood to refer to it, the object nsune is
|
learned almost at once". Also it is clear that the object-reference of
perceived sounds is often understood by the child long before he is able
to produce the names vocally. That is, the child is able to understand
i
I
I
visual or other Icuiguage forms before he is able to produce them. In '
discussing the growth of meeming, he reports:
"In early childhood a word has usually
been regarded as 'known' when a child can make
any one of the many possible acceptable responses
to it, i. e.
, use it in one of many possible con-
texts, ... The growth of meaning of a word is
essentially a growth in the number of contexts
in which it may be used and to which it may
contribute. "
2
Ragsdale shows how the child gradually develops understanding of quantita-
tive language and concepts in the preschool years:
'
Xt two years: Shows ability to use language to differentiate
between singularity and plurality and between
little and much. Names one object as one and
a plurality of objects by a variety of names,
1/ Skinner & Harriman, 0£. cit, , pp, I56, 157* 159.
2/ Ibid,
, pp. 144-IA5.

At three years: Rote calling of numbers may appear.
Learns to count verbally. Meaning of |!
numbers beyond four may be vague at
first. Fails to coordinate verbal
activity with pointing or touching.
|
By end of fourth year: -Counting may be well established.
|
Groups of two, three, or four objects
may be given appropriate number names !
without counting. Fairly specific
meaning for numbers up to ten; larger ji
numbers recognized as meaning *a great '
many", although the four-year-old may
count up to twenty or much higher.
The parts of a xanit ajre known qualitatively but not quantitatively at
four years. (Example: the child might understand the parts of an apple
such as skin and seeds, but would not know the meaning of half an apple.)''
Units are quantitatively indivisible at this age, although comparative
words such aja tall, short, big, little, etc, ore used freely.
"....Perhaps it would be a correct
description to say that a.vcy experience
of the young child is unitary; then
gradually aggregates of unitary experi-
ences come to be recognized as plural-
ities, and not \antil the kindergarten
period can unitary experiences be recog-
nized as quantitatively divisible."
1
According to Hildreth the developmental sequence before and during
school age seems to be:
1. Discovery of quantitative relation-
ships in many situations — money,
family size, toys, games, space, time,
2. Learning the language of quantity —
counting, ccaaparative words, fractions,
algebraic s3rmbols, etc.
5« Development of facility in the meuaipu-
lation of quantitative symbols in
problem situations.
1/ Hildreth, G, Learning the Three R'S , Educational Publishers, Minneap
olis, p. 169, 1956.

II
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4. Greneralization of quantitative rela-
tionshipa abstracted from concrete
problem situations.
5. Application of generalized concepts
and processes to new problem situations.
1
McCarthy states that language is principally a naming, at first, with
reference to the child's wants, "but remarks associated with the situation
in which the child is found increase with age especially after three years*.
2
Brooks describes the child's very early use of one word as a sen-
tence. This word sentence is significant, for the early utterances of one
word often indicate meanings of a whole sentence. An example would be
"Ball.'" which actually would mean "I see the ball.'* or "Give me the ball*.
He points out the importance of such factors as tone, inflection, gesture,
and posture, as they contribute toward making the word a sentence.
Ragsdale similarly reports that *for small children object names are not
so much single words as whole sentences".
4
Brooks indicates the use of two words appropriately as being the
next stage in language ability and says some children can do this as early
as eighteen months. By the age of two years, half or more normal children
can do this, and by the age of three years about 75 per cent of them have
this ability, provided there has been appropriate language experience in
the home.
1/ McCarthy, D. A,, The Language Development of the Preschool Child ,
University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 195O as
summarized in Skinner & Harriman, 0£, cit, , p. 129.
2/ 0£. cit.
, p. 184.
^/ Skinner & Harriman, o£, cit . , p. I57,
4/ 0£. cit.
, p. 184.

1
Gesell reports that Toy four years of age less than half of normal children
can define four of the following words by use: chair, horse, fork, doll,
2
pencil. By five years of age about 75 per cent of them do so. Ragsdale
states that before the end of the second year sentences of two or more |l
words are formed. There is a steady increase of length of the sentences
used up to four years, according to observers. Smith's findings indicate
that the mean length of sentence at four years is four and one half words,
ji
and that the number of words in a sentence increases from an average of
1.2 at the age of eighteen months to approximately 4.6 at four and a half
4 5
years. Studies by Day and McCarthy show approximate agreement.
j
i|
The studies of sentence structure have provided fUrther means of
6
appraising language development of the young c'nild. According to McCarthy,
y
between the ages of eighteen montns and four and a half years, a number of
changes in sentence structure typically occur. Functionally complete but
structurally incomplete sentences appear to decrease during this period.
The simpler sentences are used at first, but later, simple sentences with
phrases increase, suid the proportion of compound, complex, and elaborated
sentences also becomes greater. Less than I5 per cent of the four-and-a-
7
half-year-old children in McCarthy's study used compound, complex,
V Gesell, A. L. , The Mental Growth of the Preschool Child , Macmillan Co.,
New York, p. 92, 1928.
2/ Skinner & Harriman, 0£, cit, , p. 157.
^/ 0£. cit .
4/ 0£. cit. , pp. 179-199, 298-516.
5/ McCarthy, D. A., Psychological Bulletin
,
Vol. 26, pp. 625-651, I929.
6/ • , , , , Twenty-Eighth Year Book , National Society for the Study of
Education, p. lOy, (cf. Brooks, o£. cit. , p. 185).
,
1/ ££• cit. '

1or elaborated sentences, Ragsdale reports that the single word (noun)
sentence develops into the two-word sentence containing verb and noun
during the second year. The adjective-noun and verb-adjective-noun com-
bination were observed by the end of the second year, with the three-word
sentence following soon after. Early in the tliird year, he observed that
statements and commands complete with definite or indefinite article,
appeared, occasionally with a pronoun and one adjective. Compound sen-
tences of six to ten words, at first without and later with conjunctions,
occurred early in the third year, and subordinating elements were common
during the fourth year. Long combinations loosely joined by "and" were
common before three years. Although the author says the above observations
were made on a child with accelerated language development, he suggests the
2
general sequence holds good for all children. Nice describes the general
developmental sequence of sentence structure as follows:
1. The single word sentence stage during
the first half of the second year.
2, The two word sentence appearing by
the middle of the second year.
5* The short sentence stage at three
to three and one half years; verbs
not inflected, prepositions, con-
junctions, auxiliary verbs, articles,
and pronouns often omitted.
4. The complete sentence stage from four
years on; the average sentence length
is six to eight words: verbs are in-
flected: pronouns, articles, preposi-
tions, and conjunctions are used.
V Skinner & Harriman, 0£. cit. , pp. l40-l4l.
2/ Nice, M. IL "Length of Sentences as a Criteria of a Child's Progress
in SpeechP, Jour. Educ. Psychol
. ,
Vol. l6, pp. 570-579,
1925.
^
li

gtudiea reveal a rapid growth of vocabulary during the preaohool
1
years. Smith reports progress in vocabulary size as follows: (This repre-
sents avereige size of children's vocabularies).
One year two or three words
By two years. ... less than three hundred words
At three years, . less than nine hundred words
At four years, .. fifteen hundred words
At five years.,, two thousand words
In a chart recording vocabulary growth from eight months to six years of
age, the author's results indicate a rapid growth during the period from
2
eighteen months to four and a half years. Ragsdale, taking figures from
several investigators, reports as follows:
"....The first word appears at eight to
ten months. The median vocabulary is two to
four words at one year, twenty-two words at
eighteen months, one thousand words at three
years, twenty-five hundred words at six years,
and fifteen to eighteen thousand words for the
high school senior, *
Gesell states the following median ages for the spontaneous use of words.
Age,
Spontaneous Use Months
Says two words 12
Says four words 15
Says five or more words 18
Joins two words in speech 21
1/
2/
1/

I16
1
Van AlBtyne estimates the vocabulary of the three-year-old child as
975, which agrees closely with Smith's report for the same age.
The change in proportion of parts of speech has received attention
2
a striking characteristic of vocabulary growth. Brooks states that "one
^
half of the child's vocabulary at two years of age usually consists of
j
nouns, and often they make up as much as 60 per cent of the total vocabu-
lary". He says that early studies reveal the proportion of nouns in the
child's total vocabulary decreases as the child's vocabulary increases and
during the same period, the proportionate number of verbs increases. Rags-
i
5
dale reports that nouns constitute 50 to 60 per cent of the child ' s vocabu-
lary with many nouns having verbal function; that the proportion of nouns
{
I
decreases and that of verbs increases with the development of vocabulary:
that the interjectional character of early langviage is significant; and
that personal pronouns, relative pronouns, subordinating words, and connect-
ing words are acquired late and likely to be used in a highly individualized
4 5 6
manner for some time. Studies by Day, McCarthy, and Smith indicate
certain tendencies in vocabulary growth of the young child. There is a
decrease in the proportional use of interjections and nouns and an increase
in the percentage of verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and pronouns used.
jj
I
i
"y Van Alstyne, D. "The Environment of Three-year-old Children. Factors |'
Related to Intelligence and Vocabulary Tests", Cont . !.
to Educ. , Teachers College, Columbia University,
|
No. 566, pp. vii, 108, 1929.
2/ 0£. cit.
, pp. 185- 1S9.
^/ Skinner & Harriman, 0£. cit . , p. 1^8.
4/ 0£. cit.
5/ 0£. cit.
6/ 0£. cit..

17
There is variation in investigators' classification of language and
1
the interpretations of its functions. Piaget classifies the functions of
language of the young child into two groups — egocentric and socialized .
He reports that 58 P®r cent of the young child's language is egocentric and '!
2
62 per cent is socialized. McCarthy finds that as much as 96 per cent of
5
a child's overt language is made up of socialized responses. Fisher
indicates there is an increase in the number of remarks about others and in
[j
the number of questions up to the fourth year. Ragsdale classifies lan-
guage into three broad categories: "(i) language as a means of socialized 1
Ij
communication, (2) lemguage as egocentric activity, and (5) silent language I'
or thinking". In regard to the third category he states that the language
,
of the very young child is mainly overt and the child usually says out loud
everything he thinks. The suppression of overt language is a quality which
comes slowly but surely, and a large part of the child's language activity
becomes subvocal before the end of the preschool years.
5
Gesell in his normative summaries of the preschool child presents
the outstanding characteristics of language development at the various age
levels. They are intended to serve as thumb-nail sketches and are useful
j
as standards for orientation. The summaries are cumulative and each step
j
presupposes what has gone before.
j
1/ Piaget, J., The Language and Thought of the Child
,
(trans, by M. War-
den), HeLrcourt Brace & Co., New York, pp. 2, 58, 1926. \
2/ 0£. cit.
j
^/ Fisher, M. S. , "Language Patterns of Preschool Children" Child Develop- j
ment Monograph
, 1955»
j
4/ Skinner Sc. Harriman, 0£. cit. , p, 12y.
j
5/ Gesell, A. L. , The Mental Growth of the Preschool Child , Macmillan Oo.,|
New York, pp. 578-5^^, I926.

"FOUR MONTHS
Coos
Smiles
Laughs aloud
Makes several vocalizations,...
SIX MONTHS
Coos to music
Articulates many syllables in
spontaneous vocalization
Frequently laughs at sights and
sounds
Is responsive to animated facial
expressions... •
HINE MOITTHS
Says dada or mama or equivalent
Makes simple adjustments to words
Makes rhythmic movements to music....
TWELVE MONTHS
Comprehends simple verbal commissions
Says two words besides mama and dada
Can wave bye bye and often say it. . .
.

EIGHTEEN MONTHS
Says five or more words
Comprehends simple questions
Points to nose, eyes, or hair
Says hello, thank you, or equivalent..,,
TWO YEARS
Uses simple sentences and phrases
Names familiar objects like key,
penny, watch
Distinguishes in and under. , ,
.
THREE YEARS
Uses pronouns, past and plural
Names three objects in a picture
Can tell simple stories
Distinguishes prepositions, in,
under
, behind. ...
FOUR YEARS
Distinguishes four prepositions
Uses descriptive word with picture
Repeats twelve syllables, . .
,

FIVE YEARS
Defines words by use
Knows three or more words in
vocabulary list
Interprets humor
Speaks with noninfantile
articulation, ..."
The development of language has been carefully studied, and ft-om the
findings one knows about what to expect from a child at a given age level.
Therefore, it is the purpose of this writer through observations to deter-
mine specific opportunities in which the nursery school teacher may aid in
this development.

CHAPTER II
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE OBSERVATIONAL OJTLINE
This writer, a caaparatively now worker in the field, wafl faced with
the problem of obtaining an outline which would be specific and definite.
Since observations were to be talcen during practice teaching periods, the
teaching was planned to include as many phases of the nursery school pro-
gram as possible. The first practice teaching was done at a Nursery
school for emotionally disturbed children. An appreciation of the impor-
tance of a child's speech in his early development was evidenced. The
child's actions as well as his speech were recorded in these early observa-
tions. An understanding of the relation of the nurseiy school teacher to
the children became apparent at the same time, too. The teacher's language
and speech had a direct bearing on her success in her relationships with
the children. The fact that the teaching was a new experience was a
challenge, and the medium of language was even more important here than in
a regular Itarsery School. The need for exercising tranendous care in how
one speaks to these disturbed children was apparent.
The second assignment was in a private Nursery School for normal
children in Town A. The difference between these children and the first
group was obvious. The problems of becoming acquainted and establishing
rapport here were easier, as the children were accustomed to behaving
according to the accepted standard for their age level, with only the
normal deviations from this pattern. This does not mean that teaching
normal children is a very simple task, but the fact that the children had
had a reasonably normal upbringing lessened the problems. At this time it

was decided that the main subject for this study would be a phase of lein-
guage development.
It was planned to take observations on various phases of the
children's activities to obtain a broad picture of the place of language
development. There were two phases of the observations: (1) the relation
of the children's language development to their actions, and (2) the effect
of the teacher's language on the children's behavior. A record of these
observations was made in:
Individual Diary Record of a Younger Child
Individual Diary Record of an Older Child
Motor Control
Rhythmic Patterns of Speech
Verb Tense Used by Three-year-olds and Four-year-olds
Rest Period
Relationship of Children with Adults Involving Companionship
Anger
Evidences of Imaginative Thinking Found during Creative
Phases of the Nursery School Program
Classification of Children's Conversation According to
1
Piaget ' a Categories
The complete file is in the appendix. The writer, when taking the observa-
tions on motor control, was not able to write ail the language activity
that accompanied it. It seemed significant, however, that language and
motor control went together. The converse h&b true of observations of
rhythmic patterns of speech. This writer found that language development
took a prominent part in all phases of the program selected as a basis for
observation.
1/ 0£. cit„pp. 9, 10.

The need for classifying these observations made it necessary to
develop an objective outline.
Selection of Specific Items for the Outline
The first half of the outline is devoted to factors related to the
development of meaning of words on the part of the young child, and the
second haJf concerns the actual application of these factors to the activi-
ties of the Nursery School.
PART I.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF MEANING OF WORDS
1, Verbal directions
Observing in the play yard and playroans brought to light the
importance of the teacher's words when giving general verbal directions to
the child. Often a teacher might tell a two-year-old to "put the truck
over on the other side of the jungle- jim" and the child might move it a few
feet nearer the jungle- jim. The child, in his own mind, had no intention
of misbehaving, as was evident from his actions and expression, and yet the
direction given him was too involved for him to understand. Another in-
stance was the three-year-old child who was told "hang up the coat on the
right hand hook in your locker", and responded by putting the coat on the
left hand hook,
2. Prepositional Directions
The need for the use of prepositional directions on the part of
the teacher as well as on the part of the children was very frequent during
the school day. Teachers constantly used these in their requests to the
children to put toys away, and children used than not only during activities
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with their contanporaries but also in their conversations with the teachers.
A teacher's request to a three-year-old to put away a toy "on the left hand
side of the second shelf", or on the "shelf underneath" was not clear to the
child. The children also used these prepositional directions in their
daily conversations to each other during play.
i
5. Explanation of Situations Given by Teacher to Child
The next important consideration was the language involved in
explemations of the teacher to the child, such as in her settling an argu-
ment between children or indicating a precaution regarding their use of
equipment. I
4. Explanation of Situations given by Child to Teacher !
The language involved in the situations in which children
explained situations or brought problems to the teacher was noted as well
as the importance of the teacher ' s appreciation and understanding of the
child's explanations. An illustration of this was a child's explanation of
whose turn it was to share a toy.
5. Ccaaposition of Vocabulary
This writer limited the composition of vocabulary to the follow-
ing phases:
(1) Parts of speech
(2) Sentence length
(5) Inverted or otherwise erroneous word order
(4) Object-naming
6. Growth Changes in Concept and Meanings
The need for an understanding and appreciation of the changes
in the children's language usage in the different a^e levels was observed.
An example of this would be the clues found in the three-year-old group's
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comments made when a pumpkin was brought into school. One child noticed the!
seeds, another child mentioned its use as a Jack-o- lantern, and another
spoke of the pumpkin pies his mother made at home. Introduction of a new
object in the two-year-old group did not bring about the conversational
breadth of concept and mesining which was found with the older children.
7. Children's Conception of More Abstract Relations
The next important consideration was the development of the
abstract vocabulary in these fields:
Similarity relations
Part and whole relations
i
! Causal relations
i
j;
Spatial relations
j
Time relations
Numbers and counting
8. Evidence of Good Illustrations of Piaget's Language Categories
ij This section concerns the classification of language and the writer
based it on Piaget's categories. A complete explanation of Piaget's class-
ification follows
:
ij 1
Piaget classifies the functions of a child's leuiguage into two large
groups — egocentric and socialized . A child's language would belong to
the first group if, when speaking, he did not bother to know to whom he was
jj
speaking or whether he was being listened to by anyone. The talk is ego-
centric partly because the child speaJcs only about himself, but principally
|| because he does not try to place himself at the hearer's point of view.
li
2
The author divides egocentric speech into three categories:
|1/ Piaget, J.
,
The Languag;e and Thought of the Child
.
Harcourt Brace &
Co., New York, p. 2, 1926.
2/ ibid, pp, 9, 10.

1, "Repetition (echolalia): The ohild repeats words
and syllables for the pleasure of talking with no
thought of talking to anyone else.
2, Monologue: The child talks to himself as though
thinking aloud and does not communicate with anyone.
5. Dual or collective monologue: an outsider
is always associated with the action or thought of
the moment, but is expected neither to attend nor to
understand. The point of view of the other person is
never taken into account; his presence serves only as
a stimulus. "
1
In socialized speech the author distinguishes these categories:
1, "Adapted information: Here the child really exchanges
his thoughts with others, either by telling his hearer
something that will interest him and influences his
actions, or hy actual interchange of ideas by argument or
even by collaboration in pursuit of a common aim ....
Adapted information takes place when the child adopts
the point of view of his hearer, and v*ien the latter is
not chosen at random. Collective monologues, on the other
hand, take place when the child talks only abcut himself,
regardless of his hearer's point of view, and very often
without making sure whether he is attended to or vmderstood.
2. Criticism: This group includes all remarks made
about the work or behavior of others, but having the same
character as adapted information; in other words, speci-
fied in relation to a given audience .... they assert
the superiority of the self and depreciate others," ....
5. Commands, requests, and threats: In all of these
there is definite social interaction between one child
and another.
4. "Questions: Most questions asked by children among
themselves call for an answer and can therefore be classed
as socialized speech
5. Answers : By these are meant answers to real
questions (with interrogation marks) and to oomnands.
Piaget, o£. cit.
, pp. 9, 10.

PART II
LANGUAGE AS DIRECTLY CONNECTED WITH SPECIFIC PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
(This half of the outline, as earlier explained, is a direct
application of the first half of the outline to the activities of the
Wirsery School),
The Ub9 of the Outline
During the second semester of practice teaching in a philanthropic
school whose membership was approximately 50 per cent colored children and
50 per cent white children, this outline was used in the obtaining of the
observations.
Limitations of the Outline
The most important limitations of the outline are: (l) the writer's
inexperience in the field and (2) the time limitations which necessitated
the combining of teaching and observing during its formulation. A complete
copy of the outline follows on the next page.
1
OBSERVATIONAL OUTLINE
The following topics are outlined for convenience in claBsifi cation
of observations into specific subject groups.
PART I
THE DEVELOPMENT OF MEANING OF WORDS
1. Verbal Directions Watch and listen for comments
after giving verbal directions to the children in the
play yard or playroom. Do the children ever err due to
lack of understanding of the meaning of the words you use?
Example: When asking a child to put a toy away in a certain
place or move a box or stick out of danger. Be very alert
to your language and to their language in this respect,
2. Prepositional Directions "over", "under", "around",
etc. Note the comprehension of the children in this respect.
Do they actually understand these? Does their following of
directions seem to indicate good comprehension of prepositions
What ones are confusing to your group?
5. Explanation of Situations given by Teacher to Child
(1) Awareness of language teacher uses with child
as she explains turns or sharing or precautions
while playing, etc. Note that child's reactions
are highly dependent upon HOW you put your
explanations or settling of quarrel into words.
a. Note instances in which you know
child has really not understood
language of words you chose and
hence did not comply with your
request.
b. Note instances in which you can
see that the child, by means of
his actions or remarks, seems to
have grasped MEANII^iG unusually
well.

4. Explanation of Situations given by Child to Teacher
(1) Note child's way of expressing himself and
give special attention to meaning he is
trying to get across.
(2) Note instances in which teacher has really NOT
understood MEANING of the idea child has tried
to get across. Note how child expressed him-
self. How did teacher clarify the situation?
(5) Note instances in which child expresses his
meaning with unusual clarity.
5. Composition of Vocabulary
(1) Parts of speech used most frequently in
your age group. (Nouns, pronouns, adjec-
tives, verbs, adverbs, prepositions,
interjections, conjunctions.)
(2) Length of sentences used.
(5) Inverted or otherwise erroneous word-order.
How often do children seem to transpose or
invert the word-order of a sentence? Ex, "I
am going not yet?"
(4) Object-naming. .Note how often single words
are used to express whole sentences. Ex.
"Car,'" (Meaning meant: "Look at the car,'")
6, Growth Changes in Concept and Meanings
Be aware of children's remarks as CLUES to
how broad a CONCEPT they have of an object, word,
or situation they discuss or experience. Note
the differences in the different age levels.
Illustrations (discussed in meeting)
"orange"
"canary"
"a whole bunch of juice"
.J '.;'L
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7. Children's Conception of More Abstract Relations
NOTE KOH THEY EXPRESS SUCH THINGS AS:
Similarity relations
Part and whole relations
Causal relations i
Spatial relations
Time relations
Niimbers ajid coimting
ALSO NOTE HOW TEACHER EXPRESSES THESE AND
EXPLAINS THEM (on occasion) TO THE CHILDREN
Evidence of Good Illustrations of Piaget's Language Categories
1
(Piaget classified all speech into two types;
and SOCIALIZED, and made further subdivisions
two groups.
)
EGO-CENTRIC
in these
(1) Ego-centric
a. Repetition
b. Monologue
c. Dual or Collective Monologue
i
>
(2) Socialized
1
a. Adapted information
b. Criticisms
c. Commands, Requests, and Threats
d. Questions
e. Answers
1/ 0£. cit.
, pp. 2, 9, 10.

PART II
LANGUAGE AS DIRECTLY CONNECTED V/ITH SPECIFIC PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
Be conscious of language and its influence in every phase
of the nursery school program.
1* Language and the Physical Routines
Eating
Sleeping
Resting
Washing
Toileting
Dressing
2. Language and Active Physical Play
All vigorous body play — indoors and out,
especially block and large muscle play.
5. Language and Music
(1) Watch especially words child uses when he
asks for a song. How does he express his
request for a certain song? Does he ask
by title or some phrase or part of it which
has imprinted a real meaning on his mind?
(2) Watch their reactions to rlrythms and listen
carefully for their comments about rhythms.
MUCH CAN BE LEARNED ABOUT LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
AND MEANING THROUGH CAREFUL OBSERVATION OF LANGUAGE
TRANSITIONS PROM ONE PART OF THE MUSIC PROGRAM TO THE
NEXT.
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4. Language and the Creative Arts
(1) Clay
(2) Painting
(5) Crayons, scissors, paste, etc.
LISTEN CAREFULLY TO COMMEMTS MADE.
WATCH BOTH TEACHER AND CHILD DURING ACTIVITY.
BE ALERT TO IffiANING, EXPRESSION, AND BROADENING
OF A CHILD'S CONCEPT OF A WORD OR PHRASE.
(1) Note comaents on plants, simlight, rain, birds,
trees, prism, "what makes the water come cut
of the faucet?", etc..
(2) Watch expression of the child and explanation
of the teacher.
(1) Watch words they love in stories. ... ones they
like to repeat or join in on after you or with
you. Sounds, too.
(2) What language in the book is most responsible
for making it successful with the children?
(5) Listen to the daildren's comments as you read
the story. Don't ignore them all, for therein
is much clue to what they are getting out of it
and whether their comprehension is confUsed or good.
(4) Ask them questions about stories you read (now
and then)* Note their comments. Also, do they
often relate school {axid home) situations to
things they have heard or seen in stories (or in
pictures in stories)?
(5) If you ever read a story that is not successful
with the children, report on it. How about words
in the story? Sounds? MEANINGS CONVEYED by pic-
tures. Books can be highly influential on child-
ren's language habits.
5. Language and Science
6. Language and Literature and Story-Telling
I(
I
(6) Expression on face and gestures — how much
clue to their comprehension and enjoyment of
story can you get from these alone? Report
incidents.
(7) Note influence of your:
Tempo
Diction
Relaxed feeling
Pitch
Emphas is
Facial Expression
Tone
Physical position of you and group
Method of holding book
Handling of interruptions, distracted
children, comments, and questicns
Speed of reading
BE ALERT TO LANGUAGE, MEANING, EXPRESSION, ETC., IN E7ERY PHASE OF
THE CHILD'S DAY AND REPORT ANY INCIDENTS PERTINEOT. RH\iIEMBER THAT EVEN
THE SHORTEST, Si^LLEST, OR FLEETING INdDENTS km COMMENTS CAN BE EXTREMELY
HELPFUL AS ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIAL, AND AS MANY AS YOU CAN JOT 00'.^ OR RECALL
VERBALLY TO ME WILL BE MOST APPRECIATED.
(
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CHAPTER III
SUMMARY OF DATA FROM OBSERVATIONS
Source and Method of Procurement
The early background for the study of the problem was obatined at a
center for disturbed children. The next observations were made on normal
children in Town A School. As a result of the observations in these two
situations the writer formulated the outline used in this study. The
observations in Town B School were taken by four full-time teachers and
one student teacher in addition to the writer, while those of Town A were
all done by the writer. The children in Town A were in a private school,
and those in Town B were in a philanthropic school.
Limitations
There are several limitations on the observations which should be
noted. The writer's inexperience and the time limits are the most impor-
tant ones. The time limits not only necessitated the writer's combining
observing, recording, and teaching, but also affected the amount of illus-
trative material which could be assembled on the items in the outline.
Topics five through eight in Part I of the outline have few illustrative
observations, since their breadth and abstract nature call for a longer
time span for assembling observations than was possible for this study.
Other limitations are the number and age groups of children available for
observations. Since the writer was teaching seven three-year-olds and six
four-year-olds at Town A School, there was no opportunity for recording
observations on the two-year-olds, except incidentally. The same was true
1

at Town B School where the writer taught in the three-year-old group of
twelve children and had only incidental teaching experience with the two-
year-olds and four-year-olds. As the age groups all played together in
the yard most of the time the writer had some opportunity for teaching all
;
groups and observing them very closely. For this reason the writer is
citing general illustrative observations on the basis of a syntnesis of
experience with tne two-year-old children in both schools and Miss |j
1
Woodcock's discussion of typical two-year-old language behavior. The
small number of children in each sige group further limited the observat-ions,
as the most talkative children were continually available as sources of
observations and the quieter ones had less chance of being observed fre-
^
quently during the time allotted for gathering material. The number of
teachers participating in the recording of observations in Town B School
set a further limitation on the illustrations available and again the I
factor of little observation time being available to, the full-time and
student teachers is important to note. The outline was fully discussed
with the Town B teachers, but decision as to the classification of their
observations was with this writer. The fact that the entire situation of
each observation and the factors leading up to it could not possibly be
recorded by the teachers or this writer in the time given them is another
limitation to be considered.
|
The observations are presented in direct illustration of each under-
scored item in Part I of the outline and are arranged according to age
groups and schools. In the case of the two-year-old illustrations, however,
only one or two general illustrations of each item will be given and there
1/ Woodcock, L. P., Life and 7/ays of the Two-Year-Old
. E. P. Dutton & Co.,
Inc., Chap. V, pp. 90-125, 1941.
<
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will be no designation of school here, except for one or two instances
where observations were available from Town B School. Some of the observa-
tions are self-explanatory as illustrations of the items while others
demand explanation. In order that the reader may quickly connect the obser-
vation with the principle it illustrates, each observation given is immedi-
ately followed by its explanation when necessary. The observations are
arranged by outline items according to age groups, and each outline item
is illustrated completely before proceeding to the next. For each item,
the two-year-old illustration is given, followed by the three-year-old
observations for Town A School and for Town B School, and the four-year-old
observations for each school. This method is employed to enable the reader
to see the language differences by schools and age levels at the same time
for each item illustrated. Not enough evidence was present for the writer
to completely classify items seven and eight according to schools and all
age levels so that only general tendencies could be indicated here. Items
for which there is inadequate evidence to indicate language tendencies are
marked "no evidence".
As much as possible of the total situation involved in the occurrence
of language behavior is reported in each observation in order that the
reader may obtain a complete picture of the background bringing about the
language used as well as a better understanding of the educational implica-
tions to be discussed in the following chapter. In some cases which
occurred while the writer was teaching and could not record verbatim con-
versation, an anecdotal description is reverted to in order that the reader
may understand the pertinency of the incident in regard to language
behavior.
i!
<
The observations are recorded in conversational form after the name
of the speaker is indicated, so that quotation marks are emitted. All
explanations of actions which took place or manner of speaking of either
teacher or child are enclosed in parentheses. Anecdotal observations are
recorded in regular paragraph form. All observations are numbered, and in
instances where one observation illustrates more than one item, cross-
reference is made by referral to observation number. Each "total situa-
tion" is an observation and is numbered as a single observation.
{
OBSERVATIONS
Verbal Directions
Two-year-old illustration :
1, Teacher: It's time to put the toys away.
Priscilla: Put toys away. Put toys away.
Put toys away. (As she says
this she starts taking blocks
over and puts them away. She
keeps repeating the phrase as
she pushes blocks into their
place on low shelf)
.
Three-year-olds :
TOWN A SCHOOL
2. Teacher to Oort: (Teacher had gotten Kleenex and
wiped his nose. Hsmded him Kleenex,
while saying,)
Do you want to put this in the bas-
ket, please, Cort? (Said in tone
of a pleasant request, not in tone
of a stat^ent.
)
Oort: No, No, No, No, no, no, nonono NOi
(Giggles).
Teacher: Yes, yes, yes, yes, yesyesyes, YES.'
(laughingly)
Alexandria: (watching procedure)
Throw it on the floor, Cort.' (he
throws it on floor in front of him.
)
Teacher: (in quiet, but firm tone)
Well, Cort, if you're not old enough
to pick things up, I guess you'd
better go to your locker. (Takes
Cort firmly by the hand toward locker.
As he starts off he immediately picks
up Kleenex and carries across room,
putting it in the waste basket.
)
{i
In this incident, the child's temporary lack of co-operation was
partly due to the language used by the teacher. Although, the "No, no, no,
nononono, NO.'" is typical three-year- old language behavior, the teacher
could have avoided giving the child an opportunity to say it if she had
said in a firm positive tone, "put it in the basket, please, Oort," and
said it in such a tone of voice as to be taking it for granted that he
would do it. The fact that she said rather politely, "Do you want to "
gave the child a perfect opportunity to say "No". She should have made a
statement in a matter-of-fact way, and not made a request which gave the
child the idea that he could refuse. Her statement made while taking Gort
toward his locker was more effective because the matter-of-fact, objective
way in which she spoke to him made the alternative of disobeying rather
unpleasant for the child. She took it for granted that he would do one !
thing or the other and showed this in the way she spoke to him and reasoned
with him, giving him the chance to decide for himself what he was going to
do.
I
5. Cort to teacher: I paint on the yellow paint.
(Referring to yellow painted
easel board.
)
Teacher: Yes, but we paint on the white
paper, Cort. (Cort complies
immediately).
^
The teacher made her explanation in a firm, positive tone and the
expression on her face as she talked with the child seemed to say, "you and
I both really know enough to keep the paint off the easel, don't we? We're
both big people who really know that anyway." She avoided a negative
statement telling the child what he could not do.
{
4. Teacher: (To Cort who has been working with hamnier
and nails down on floor instead of on work
bench which was designated place)
We haznmer (on the hammer beds)
on the floor, but we work with
nails on the bench. (Cort very
willingly gets up and goes to
bench to work.
)
Besides the positive statement telling the child what he could do on i|
the floor, the teacher gave the child an understanding look which made him
feel she knew he did not mean to err, but was juat reminding him the bench
was the place to use the nails. She reasoned with him and showed him
j
respect. Her tone of voice indicated she took it for granted he would co-
operate. The statement hardly sounded as though she were giving the child
a direction, but rather as though she were just explaining to him a situation
and reasoning it out with him.
1
5. Teacher: (Having seen Oort have difficulty In pull-
ing a nail out of a wooden block)
Would you like me to help you?
Oort: Tos.
Teacher: (After just starting the nail out a little
way)
There, now you can get it out the
rest of the way yourself .'
Cort: (Turns to teacher with big grin on his face
and with much pride. ) ij
I got it.'
1
1
The teacher could have said, "Oh, you do it yourself or "you ought to
be able to do that". Or she might have found it easier to pull the nail out
herself and save herself the bother of having to use language to give him
directions. But the expression bf tremendous pride and satisfaction on the
child's face which the teacher saw after he pulled the nail out with consid-
erable effort, was an indication of the teacher ' s success in putting confi-
dence in the child as she gave him a direction to do something. The language

showed ability to put across a direction to the child in a way that ha
could understand clearly and would be helpful to him,
6. Cort: (to Biffy) (Blffy get interested in Cort's
garage of blocks and starts to get into it. )
No.' No.' He can't come in here.'
That's min©.' That's mine.' (Said
in a very agitated tone of voice. .
.
got quite excited and disturbed.
)
Teacher: (Speaking quietly to Biffy)
Well, Biffy, why don't you start
building one of your own if Cort
doesn't want you in his? (Biffy,
quite satisfied, starts one of
his own.
)
This verbal direction showed understanding of the children's language
and rights and at the same time went on a bit further than just telling the
child to "stop it". The language here prevented a fist fight climax, and
its positive, constructive, simple wording was clearly understood by the
child as was evidenced in his resulting behavior.
7. Rudi: (Gives Roger a little piece of paper he has
brought from home).
Here, you can take it home and
paint it.
8. Rudi: (During block play with Roger and others)
The piggies go in the barn. No,
that's not the pigeon coop. Don't
mess up farm. No, duckies
don't. Piggjles do and horses do.
The ducks stay out. We don't
need the duck. (Play with ani-
mals refers to colored wooden
animals children were using in
block play.
)
These two incidents show the type of situation to which the teacher
needs to be alert when listening to the children's langueige in connection
with verbal directions. These children are telling each other what to do
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even in their play, and the way they do it will depend largely upon how they
have heard the teacher speak when giving children directions.' Children are
constantly "directing" each other at this age when sociability begins to be
so prominent in their play, and their language with their contemporaries
becomes just as important as the langusige between them and the teacher.
[
ji
TOWN B SCHOOL
j|Three-year-olds i'
9. Teacher: It's time to put that truck in its i
garage, now, Ronnie D. You show me
which garage it goes in.
Ronnie: It goes right. . over. .here. (Said
slowly as he pushes large play
ii
truck on to lower shelf. ) i
This particular child needs very careful language in at^ directions
ji
given him due to a very insecure and unfortunate home situation. This
writer found over and over again the child would invfia*iably respect "It's
i
time to " when "Do (this)" or "do (that)" would make him rebel and \\
flatly refuse to co-operate with anyone or anything. Just through the
language used this writer could often place things on a more impersonal
level and at the same time build up understanding and companionship with
the child which would offset his usual desire to rebel so instilled in him
by over-strict handling of him in the home. The fact "it's time to do some-
thing" or "my watch says it's time to" was vastly different from having the
teacher herself tell Ronnie to do something because she was the teacher and
he had to do what she said. This writer was continually impressed with the
influence of good language usage on the resulting behavior of this child.
r
i
1
(
10. Teacher: (to Lynn, who is helping to water plants)
That's it, Lynn. Just pour a
little on each plant and then
it won't spill over the edge.
Now it's Marcia's turn, Lynn.
Lynn: Just a little, Marcia. Just a
little so it won't spill over.
Now put just a little on that one.
Lynn: (To teacher)
Now can I put just a little on
that one. Miss B?
Ronnie D: He's puttin' just a little on
THAT one, and on that one emd
that one. Now I wanna put some
on. I wajina put some on. (He
has the next turn)
Here is an instance illustrating how children pick up the way the
teacher gives verbal directions to them, how th^ react, how they understand
her, and how they take over a similar pattern in their relationships with
other children. The children in this situation were getting to know the
meaning of the words by associating it with the act; they were carefully
following the teacher's directions; th^ were getting the reason why they
needed to be careful; they were unconsciously picking up the same attitude
and tone of voice the teacher had; and Ronnie D. was verbally thinking
through what he had learned from the situation. All this was a result of
the way the teacher gave her directions to the children.
11. Teacher- (To Johnnie, who is dawdling while washing up.)
Miss T. is reading a new story
today and all the other children
have gone in to listen, Johnnie.
You finish washing so you can go
in and hear it, too.
Johnnie: What's the story about? What's
the story about, I wanna hear it.
I wanna hear it. (Hurries through
rest of washing)
((
Teacher: You go in and see what it 'a
about.' (Johnnie goes into
next roan)
This child was not easy to handle and the writer foxjuid that there was
constant need for verbal directions that would be more than just telling
him to hurry and trying to make him behave. Even though all the teacher
wanted here was to have the child hurry up and finish washing, the above
statements meant much more to the child and sent him along far faster than
any prodding could have done. The teacher realized there was no reason in
the world why the child should not enjoy washing slowly and fooling with
the soapsuds and water and faucet. Water is a delight to any three-year-old
and it is hard to get him away from it. Language could play a large part
in aiding successful handling of the child and the practice of having
reasoning in a direction was very helpful in furthering co-operation on the
part of this child.
12. Teacher: (To Donna in washrocan)
Go and get your face cloth,
Donna. (Donna returns with
towel. She was perfectly
serious and obviously not
trying to joke or fool).
Teacher: (Going over and pointing to face
, cloth on hook)
This is yoiu" face cloth
.
Donna. See, it's the little
one. That (pointing to towel)
is your towel
.
(No further confusion found in the
future when teacher repeated sams
direction on future occasions.
)
The use of words and physical gesture in the directions here should be
noted. The teacher realized that the child was at a loss for the meaning i;
and helped the child by making a very simple explanation of her directions
I! i
\
(•oi jOv
(
when the child erred simply because of a lack of understanding.
15. Frankie!
Ronnie L.
I know where they go. I know
where they go. Da-da big ones
go right here. Right in here.
Gimme dem, Ronnie L. Ginme dem.
Gimme da-da big ones. You put
dose away. (Points to small
blocks). Ober dere. Ober dere.
(Points to where they go. )
(Obediently taking smaller size blocks)
I put em in. I put em in.
This is another illustration of verbal directions given by a child to
his contemporary, a very common situation among three-year-olds.
TOWN A
Four-yeaj-oIds
l4. Teacher;
Alexandria
Teacher
:
Teacher
Alexandria;
Teacher
:
(To Alexandria)
It's time to put the toys
away, Alexandria.
I'm not gonna put one single
toy away. So there.
Oh, you're not? (Said calmly,
quietly, and in friendly tone).
(Teacher leaves Alexandria alone
for a while and starts helping
several other children to put
the toys away. Later Alexandria
happens to be near her. )
(Pleasantly to Alexandria) I
notice some of the children have
put four ajid five toys away,
Alexandria.
(After having raced around yard after
toys and putting them away. )
I put EIGHT toys away. Miss B.
I put EIGHT toys away. So there.
(In friendly tone)
That's fine, Alexandria. I knew
you could put lots of them away.
(
15. Fermy Po: (Grins at teacher and shows her her hands,
arms, and shoes spattered with green paint
which she has been using at the easel.
Teacher knows she is WELL AWARE of how
and where to use paint at the easel.
)
Teacher: Penny, you'll need to STOP PAINTING
unless you can remember to keep the
paint just on the white paper. You
get the rag and wipe it off before
you paint any more. (Penny wipes it
off and from then on keeps the paint
where it belongs.
)
16. Teacher: (During story group)
Danny, if you move over this way
a little more, then everyone will
be able to see the pictures in the
book much better.
Daziny: (Moves over)
Now ceui see better, too.
17. Teacher: (During rest period, to Kermit who is fooling.)
Kermit, you won't be ready to go
outdoors with us after rest unless
j
you keep quiet now. This is rest
I
time, so you be very quiet. Then
you'll be ready to get up and go
out with us when we make the snowman.
jj
(Kermit subsides considerably.
)
I
' Behavior depends largely on language usage of the teacher during rest
period as is shown here. Nothing delights the four-year-old more or makes
him misbehave quicker in rest period than for a teacher to come over and
say "keep still", or "you've got to rest because this is rest time". The
teacher can reason with the child on occasion when giving verbal directions
during rest and the four-year-old is quite xinderstanding and usually quiets
down if he can understand why it's best he should. The teacher didn't say,
"I^ want you to be still", which would have resulted in the child getting
twice as noisy, because her language indicated that she wanted that and the
((
A7
only fun the child could get would be to get her mad by refusing to comply.
However, the teacher in this incident knew what making the snowman meant to
Kermit £md wanted him to be able to enjoy his fun later and was able to put
it into words that were positive, understandable, and constructive. The
four-year-old is ready for such reasoning and can understand it.
TOWN B SCHOOL
Four-year-olds
16. Teacher: (To children during active dramatic piay
indoors one day. The children are ex-
uberantly playing "Swan Boats", under
guidance of teacher. Same of the children
• start to push each other around too much.
They are in the "Swan Boat").
Oh, but remember the sign on the
real Swan Boat says, "don't stand
up in the Swan Boat". You people
are forgetting.' (Children who
are standing sit down so Swan Boat
play goes along more smoothly.
)
19. Teacher: (Seeing Charlotte slam blocks aroxmd
very noisily).
Do you remember what you need to
do with the blocks when you are
careless with them, Charlotte?
Charlotte: Put 'em away. (She quiets down).
Teacher: We're using the blocks to build
with right now, Charlotte.
I
i
20. Teacher: (During story period, as she reads story
to group) (Looks over to Nita, who is
talking and fooling and distracting
others
)
Nita R.
,
nobody can hear because
you are talking so much. Now
keep quiet, or you will need to
leave us. (Nita quiets down for
a while and then is noisy again.
On second offense, is removed
from the story group.
)
((
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21. Observation §65 , in which child erred due to
lack of comprehension of teacher's
directions.
22. Teacher; Tommy, what do you need to have
before you can work with clay?
Toomiy Clay, board, n' smock.
Teacher: Well, you go get them so you can
work with us.
In the above observation, the teacher's verbal direction in the form
of a question gave opportunity for the child to formulate the teacher's
own real request in his mind. This type of reasoning with the child makes
for rapport and gives the child more confidence than a constant ordering
about would give him at that age. It places responsibility on the child,
2. Prepositional Directions
Two-year-old illustrations:
25. Walter: (After teacher asked where our bulbs (flowers)
grow.
)
They sometimes grow on Christmas
trees
24. Walter: (Looking at wisteria).
They not to eat, just pull them
dowp in two minutes when we go
to the beach.
25. "Esther: (As she seated herself on the floor)
'Ah 8i(t) dow(n) — f(l)oor (on)
26. Godfrey: (Riding his kar on the sandbox cover)
'Gonna ride kiddy-kar—box', (on)
27. Goeffrey: (When Joan's father approached to take
her home)
'Look,' look.'% Look at somebody
you ." (for)"
1/ Woodcock, 0£. cit. , p. 119.
(
The illustrations concerning Walter were taken at Town B School. They
represent the exception to the rule as far as two-year-old prepositional
1
use is concerned. It is important to note, however, that although two-year-
olds seem to omit prepositions, some of them even use them correctly.
I
TOWN A SOHOOL
Three--year-old 8
28. Oort: Nobody can come in this house.
Peter S can't come in here.
29. Rudi: (in reply to question, "Where are we going?")
To a trip.
(
50. Jeremy: I put some under here.
51. Rudi: One day I saw a big, big brush
and it was going round and round. . .
.
and I saw snow-flakes falling
down on the grass.
Oort
:
And when the snow comes down,
|
the clouds come down to get
it and tsdce it back U£ again.
Rudi: No, that's a calfie. It goes
with its mother. I need birds
to go with ay Daddy duck.
Oort: It falls into the water and I
fished it out.
II 55. Roger: My cellar was clogged u£ and
look at the water coming up.
56. Oort: They (the cars) go way into
the water.
57. Roger: Oh, the flood ' s going in the
house.
58.
!
j
!
Rudi: I know cuz I went in a pony.
And the pony went out in the
pasture.

\
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i
59.
'i
i:
Roger
:
We need all these in the flood
don't we?
Rudl: We don't want those in the flood.
41. Rudi: Trains don't go in houses, do they?
42. Cort; Do these go in here?
45. Rudl: I'm ISOin' with you at the same
hotel in New York, "fsaid to Ellen)
44. Barbara Jane I'm going with you.
45. Rudi: Here we go under the bridge, here
we go under the bridge.
TOWN B SCHOOL
Three--year-olds
46. Marie: He has whiskey on his chin. (Referr-
ing to Santa Claus)
47. Barbara: Santa Claus is in the house, way
down there. He goes down the chim-
j
ney Where's the fireman? He's
''
got down to the fire Hey, woman,
put this fireman right on top.
48.
i|
!l
Ronnie L.
:
I can help bj^ myself, '
Look at the sumshine on you. (spectrum)
I'll put it on ny foot.
jj
I want to look at the wet. (After
teacher explained it was too wet
to go outdoors)
49. Ronnie D. : That's my place so round-about you.
(After hearing "round-about and
round-about and round-about I go"
j
read in story).
50.
!
Susan: Why Peewee not 'tay' school a nap?
j
Why Ronnie not go sleep? Me ready
go sleep.
i:
1;

51
The obsenration on Susan shows an omission of the preposition on the
part of an early three-year-old. Most of the threes showed fairly accurate
Iflinguage usage in their prepositional directions.
TOWN A SCHOOL
Pour-year-ol d s
51. Alex: This is gonna be a sick nurse.
She's very big. We'll jump all
over her.
52. Alex: I'm on the side of you and Keith
smd I are in the middle .
55. Alex: I've seen lots of them down on
the big beach in New Jersey.
54. Alex: When it comes up out of the
paint it goes like this.
55. Dannie: I'm going in the Harvard Amoy.
56. Dannie: (While unbuttoning coat)
I wrote a letter to Mimmie and I
wrote it and it's going to be mailed
in the mail box.
57. Dannie: You're beside me, aren't you?. .,
.
the doll on the table. Wrap her
up in a blsmket.
58. Ellen: Get a longest one so we can put
it on. .
. . You get outta the way
cuz I'm o(Main' through.
59. Penny Ph: So I'll put on it a nice clean,
clean didy and put it to bed....
My snowflakes are the prettiest
ones and they fell on a spider
web.
60. Alex: We're gonna come in here at night
cmd bum the whole school down and
bum you U2. and break all the toys.
61. Ellen: (Referring to doll)
Now roll her back and forth.
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Foar-year-olds
62. Charlotte
:
6^. Jamee:
64. Nita:
TOWN B SCHOOL
I'm gonna' throw you down the
'cinerator.
You're goin' down to the debbil
'cause he swears and the debbil
swears.
Put the board right down near
the paper.
65. Teacher! It's right next to it. It's on
the top shelfl (Explaining to
Nita where to find what she was
looking for).
Nita: (did not follow or comprehend either direction
given by the teacher.
)
66. Teacher: (Mrs. W. )Where ceai we have juice?
Nita: In the library, (had built house out of blocks
and children were planning to occupy house
throughout play activity that morning).
67. Nita:
68. Denis:
Put the board right down near the paper.
I'm gonna play a puzzle, too. (with)
Denis' comment is a rather unusual occurrence among the four-year-old
group, as most children this age have fairly accurate mastery of proper
prepositional usage.
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5. Explanations of Situations given by Teacher to Ohlld
Two-year-old Illustrations :
69. "Penny, who is taken home from
school sometimes by her nurse, some-
times by one or another child's mother,
is told when she asks who will take her
home, 'I don't know who will come today.
Somebody will come for you'.
Today when Horace's mother entered
(she being one of the two mothers who
sometimes take her), Penny called out
from across the room, 'Hello, Somebody-
come.'
'
70. An adult arranged two blocks for
herself explaining to Marcia, who wanted
them, that she was going to sit on them.
Marcia quickly placed two more blocks in
a similar arrangement > explaining as she
worked, 'here's ^j^gone-sit-on Here's
my gone- sit- on.'
Both incidents Illustrate the influence of the language of the
teacher's (or adult's) explanation on the two-year-old child. The first
observation indicates an explanation by the teacher which was simple enough
to comprehend, but one can see the confusion the child had in understanding
who "scMnebody" was. The two-year-old's gradual association of the explana-
tion with the person coming is further evidence of the importance of the
way the teacher explains any situation to a child of this age. The two-
year-old literally hangs on the teacher's words.' Hence her words should be
simple, direct, and without too much elaborate reasoning and long explana-
tion.
1/ Woodcock, 0£. ext., pp. Ill, 112.

TOWN A SCHOOL
Three-yesir~olda
71. Teacher: (To Cort, who knocks down Jereny'e
house of blocks)
Cort, it's not fair to knock
down other people's houses
when they've worked to build
them. If you want a house to
knock down, you build your own
and knock it down. (Cort builds
his own and knocks it down.
)
72, Teacher: (In story group., is reading stoiy to
three-year-olds. They start pushing
and elbowing each other out of the
circle so they can see the pictures
of the monkeys.
)
Teacher: Let's sit so you ALL can see
the monkeys at once. I'll
move up a little higher on the
step and if you all stay sitting
down in the circle you'll be
able to see better. If one of
you stands up the others can't
see anything.'
(Children try this, each telling
the other to "stay sittin' down
in the circle".
)
This situation occurred frequently during the experience of the
writer and it was found that such an explanation in terms of what's best
for everyone was easily understood by the children, when, in their intense
interest in the story, they would forget and get up or push each other
aside to see the pictures. At the same time the children were formula.ting
an association of the words used with their positions in the circle and
getting an understanding of the meaning of them. The children in this age
group were very receptive to explanations, provided they were clearly given.
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75. Teacher: (To Penny, at eaael.)
Penny, if you wipe the end of
your paing brush on the edge of
your paint jar, before you paint,
then the paint won't drip down on
your picture so much.
Penny Po: (Penny tries this)
Miss B. , it doesn't drip now. It
doesn't drip now.
74. Teacher: (Showing Keith how to use the scissors)
Hold your hand this way. Then
open, shut, (demonstrating) open,
shut, open, shut,
(Keith gradually imitated teacher)
Open, shut, open, shut, (doing the
same thing with his hands on scissors)
Often the combination of verbal explanation and gesture helped the
children to form associations and understand more fully the meaning of the
teacher's explanation. The verbal explanation alone would be lost if the
child could not associate it immediately with the new and difficult feat of
motor manipulation of his hands in using the scissors. Many times ai'ter-
wards this writer watched these children, completely on their own, using
the scissors and saying "open, shut", etc..
TOWN B SCHOOL
Three-year-olds
75. Ronnie D. : (Seeing Lynn playing with big red fire
engine which Ronnie likes.
)
I want it.' Qimme it.'
Lynn: No, I got it first.
Rtanie D. : I want it.' I want it.' I want
it.' I want it.' (Starts to hit
Lynn) Continues to yell louder
and louder.
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Teacher: (Goes over to Ronnie) I
Ronnie, we only have one fire !
engine eo we need to take turns.
I'm sure Lynn will be glad to let
you take it as soon as he is through
with it. He had it first and you
can have it next. (Ronnie finally
quiets down and waits hie turn.
)
Lynn later lets him take the engine.
The teacher's voice in this instance had a tone of calmness and confi-
dence indicating that hyrm would later want to share the toy. She spoke
very firmly and slowly so that Ronnie D. would understand why she could not
let him grab the toy if he wanted it.
76. Johnnie: (Tedking over a story that has been read
i to him previously)
See, that's the bell and that's
the coal car and that's the
i| train man and that's the smoke
coming out, and the whistle, and
that's the people gettin' on. I
I
saw a train once. (Points to each
item correctly)
,
(The teacher had previously explained this picture
|
j
in detail to the children some time ago, pointing
out the various items)
The reason for including the above observation is that the child's
explanation to the teacher was an indication of his comprehension of the
teacher's explcmation of the picture to him. The accuracy and interest
j
with which he explained this picture to the teacher was actually a result
of her clear verbal explanation given to him a few days ago.
77. Teacher: (Preparing children for simple excxirsion
j
to fire station)
i When we go out on the street
j
we'll see lots of cars going
I by in the streets. We're all
going to stay on the sidewalk
and hold hands. Then we won't
jj
be getting in the way of all
ii the cars that go by. •
8'.'
'
Ronnie L. and Lynn, you will go
with me, and Donna and Marie will
go with Miae B. , and Barbara and
Marcia will go with Mre. H.
(Children on trip seemed to remember and vrnder-
stand explanation, since they waited at corners,
held hands in groups, etc. , and stayed with
teachers who went with them.
)
The influence of a clear explanation in preparation for the trip was
evident in the behavior of these children on their trip through the busy
streets to the fire-station and made the managouent of the children much
easier for the teacher as well. With small children the success of an excur-
sion depends largely upon the teacher's ability to prepare the children for
the trip through explanation in order to avoid disciplinary problems and
misunderstemdings on the part of the children once they are out on the
street. The teacher's voice and manner in this situation was very calm and
pleasant and in that way she helped to keep the children from getting over-
excited about the prospect of seeing a real fire-engine. Yet she avoided
an over-elaborate and lengtl^ explanation.
78. Teacher: Marcia, that pile of blocks is
so high it may fall over and hit
Maxie. Take one or two off and
start another tower.
(Marcia makea a second tower,
taking blocks from the first one.
)
79. See observation #12
(Child is told to go and get faee-aloth.
This incident regarding the face-cloth involves not only a verbal
direction but in addition to that a need for a clear explanation on the
part of the teacher in order that her direction be followed correctly on
future occasions.

TOWN A SCHOOL
Four-year-olde
80. Teacher: (Speaks quietly to Alex individually
during the rest period)
Alex, you're disturbing
others. This is rest time,
and you're not acting like
four years old . You ' re act-
ing like a two-year-old. You
be quiet now, so you can get
up with the rest of us.
Alex: I hate you. I hate you. We're
gonna come in this school tonight
and bum you up and bum the
school up and smash all the toys.
(Teacher leaves her alone, and she
quiets down some, though still con-
tinuing to whisper to herself under
her blanket.
)
There was more than good language usage needed in this sitiiation,
and the above explanation was not particularly effective here. Fewer
words and less explaining possibly would have been better, but the observa-
tion shows how difficult it sometimes is to reach a child and solve a
behavior problem through the medium of language. In some instances a mini-
mum of language is more effective than a long explanation, provided the
words are appropriate and comprehensible to the child. During rest period
language is the principal channel of control the teacher has unless she
isolates a child from the room.
81. Teacher: (To children when pasting)
Try putting the paste on Just
one side of the paper and then
stick the little one on the big
paper. You need only a little
paste to make it stick.
(Children use less paste, but still put
it on both sides of paper).

82. Teacher: Dannie, there are too many !'
children in the yard neeo" that
big stick who might get hit by
it. You better keep it down on
the ground and then no one will
get hurt. It's not safe to run
with sticks.
(Dannie puts stick down euid goes
off to something else.
}
85- Teacher: (To Roger who is dropping painted wooden
animals on the floor very hard, when
-
getting ready to put than in his "barn". ) |
Roger, those animals aren't strong 1
enough for you to do that to them.
They're apt to break if you drop
them hard like that, and then we '
won't have any left. Just put
them down carefully when you use
them.
(Roger puts them down more carefully.
)
i
TOWN B SCHOOL
Pour-year-olds
84. Teacher: (To Michael who is throwing snow at children. )
Uichael , if you want to throw
'
snow, throw it over here where
there are no people and there is
more room. You must not throw
it where there are children play-
ing, or they'll get htirt.
(Michael moves away, and aims snow
at large packing box further over
in the yard. )
|
i
85. Teacher
:
(To Jeazmie, Jsjues, Nita, Louis,) who are
crowded in little play house holding iron
shovels over their heads, etc.)
The shovels stay over in the digging
pile, because there isn't room to use
them in here without hurting each
other. You csm use them but use them
outside in the digging pile where
I
there's more room.
|(Children put shovels over in digging '
pile and return to little house to
play.
)
II
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86. Observation #65 (Incident in which Nita did not i
1
1
eomnrahend direction elven bv teacher.
)
87. Teacher t (To Tommie and Louis who are fighting
over large shovel and are about to
come to blows.
^
Well, there's only one shovel
so you'll have to shsure It.
Why don't you start in with
the big shovel and dig a while, l
Louis, and Tommie ceoi help you '
dig with one of the others.
Then I know Louis will want to ,
try the smaller one for a while
and he'll trade with you.
Louis: 0. K. You dig over here, and
I'll dig here. You kin have
it when I get this dug out.
j
Tommie: 0. K. '
;
1
The four--year-old
'
8 ability to understajid more mature reasoning in
such a situation as the above can be promoted by the teacher's careful
jl wording of explanations. This crisis is very typical of the activity of
four-year--olds and its successful solution depends largely on the teacher's
,
;
words.
1 88. Teacher
:
(Read with clarity and skill a story about
animals in the forest and the fun they had.
as well as their habits and actions. ) Had i
children act out story.
Children remembered phrases of story
and said them over as they imitated animals
and their adventures. Also elaborated on
animals^ adventures and related story to
their own previous visit to the zoo.
Actions and talk of the children showed
excellent attentlveness and comprehension
of story content.
i'
i:
r-

4. Explanationa of Situatione given by Child to Teacher
Two-year-old illuatration ;
89* *llLeg built an enclosure of
blocks eiround her ball. Said softly,
'Ba( 11)- (negative 8hake)-go ou(t)-
1
(8)tay in.
TOWN A SCHOOL
Three-year-olds
90. Oort: What am I making? It's a
window airplEoie. I paint on
the yellow paint. (Referring
to easel board.
)
91. Elizabeth: (Looking up from her puzzle)
I did this all myself.'
92. Jeremy: (Looks out window)
It ' s snowing.
Yes, the flakes look bigger
now, don't they?
Yes, and that's because they're
coming down alower (Shows to
teacher painting he has been doing.
)
This is the smoke and this is the
engine. And I'm making a bell, a
different kind of a bell. All the
others are the same but this is a
bell.
95* Elizabeth: (Teacher is helping her in the washroan.
She has put soap on her hands emd now
while making a lather of it speaks up
gleefully.
)
Wouldn't it be nice if soap were
clay and our eyes were woolly?
Teacher: Yes, that would be funny wouldn't it?
Teacher:
Jereny:
1/ Woodcock, 0£. cit. , p. 125.

94. Teaoher: (Talking to children in story group, on
day of first enow of season. Children
and teacher axe talking over what they
saw and what they see now when looking
out the sindow.
)
Do you see the leaves on that
tree out there?
Keith: They're all gold because it's
going to be winter. That's a
pretty tree.
95. Teacher: (During above story group conversation)
What did you see when you looked
out the window this morning, Rudi?
Rudi: One day I saw a big big brush
and it was going round and round. .
.
the street cleaner. .. .and I saw
snowflakes falling down on the
grass.
. . . And when we went to
Beverly Oaks we saw a snake. A
great big snake. . . . (looking
out window again) I see a big
tree ajoA a big branch cut off.
TOWN B SCHOOL
Three-year-olds
96. Johnnie: Dat dod has a cwoss.
Teacher: What did you say, Johnnie?
Johnnie: (Pointing to Sister of Charity, who assists
in teaching at the school)
Dat dod has a cwoss. Dat dod
has a cwoss. I saw it.
Teacher: (Finally gets meaning intended as well as
words: "That God has a cross".)
Oh, yes, Johnnie, we call her
"Sister". I'm glad you saw her
cross.
...
vi Hm — 'ti^
This shows the Importanoe of attentiveness and patience on the part
of the teacher in getting at the meeuaing of the child's words and aiding
in the fux*thering of his comprehension if possible.
97. Barbara: (Playing with blocks and wheel toys)
This is a hallway. . . .
Seuita Claus is in the house
j
way down there. He goes
down the chimney. . . .
I
(to Ronnie) Not the big blocks.
• They too big. They will fall.
98. Ronnie D. Do you know what "don't" is?
It means "no".
99* Marcia: (While putting pegs in peg board)
I 'm makin' a happy birthday.
100. Ronnie L. : (About Marcia who was waking up)
There she is; she wake
herself up.
101. Ronnie D. : (Looking at rain outside)
Rain means dripping. Rain
will get all dry when we go
home. Rain will get all dry
when we don't go home.
102. Lynn: (Looking at his glass of juice during mid-
moming lunch.
)
It's grapefruit yellow juice.
Another 5 yr. oldtYellow juice.
Teacher: What kind of juice is it?
Lynn: (Smiling) Grapefruit juice.

TOWN A SCHOOL
Four-year-olda
105. Alex:
Teacher;
Look how I do it. Miss H.
When it comee up out of the
paint it goes like this. (Re-
ferring to brush she was using
at easel. )....! didn't
spill any, did I, Miss H.
?
(Tiirns to Miss B.
,
pointing to
spot on the floor.) That isn't
paint is it?
No, that's a little hole in
the floor.
104. Penny Ph. t (To teacher, ai^er noticing a child come
into school late in the morning.
)
He's a dillar a dollar, isn't he?
Teacher : ( Smilingly
)
Yes, Penny,
105. Teacher: (Has been looking at Dannie's piotxire)
Dannie:
Dannie:
They're clouds.
Teacher: (Points to a big light blue space on
painting.
What's that?
That's the sun shining.
106. Ellen: (Holding up clay she had been modelling)
Look at the big cake.
107. Ellen: (Points to her painting)
That's a grove.

108. Penny Ph: (Rolling "sausages" out of clay)
I 'm gonna eat my sausage.'
TOWN B SCHOOL
Four-year-olds
109. Charlotte: (During story period when teacher has
asked what story children would like
read.
)
Read that poo-poo book.
Nancy: (To Charlotte as well as to teacher and group)
You don't call books poo-poo
books. You call them what
they mean to call.
110. ^Aichael M: I still know Miss Poss.
I still know Miss Gordon, too.
(Meaning he still remembered
them. . . both being former
teachers who no longer were at
school at time of this observation.
)
111. Nancy: (During scissors and paper work)
I'm cuttin' out no picture.
Am I crazy.'
112. Charlotte: (Resting on bed watching teacher pour
milk for dinzier. A few drops spilled.
)
Oh, Mrs. W, you were curies
s
.
Teacher: Yes, I was careless , Charlotte.
This observation illustrates the teacher's opportianity to help the
'
child speedc correctly and form the right associations of meaning. The
teacher did not attempt drilling the child here, but spoke very clearly as
she employed the correct word, so the child could associate the correct
word in the situation and at the same time be getting an understanding of
its meaning.

Il
5. Composition of Vocabulary
1
1
i
j
(1) Parts of speech used most frequently in your age group
1
1
i
1 TOWN A TOM B
1
'
' Three-year-olds Noxans, verbs,
many adjectives
Nouns, verbs,
adjectives, a
prepositions
a few
few
\\
jj
Four-year-olds
i
il
Nouns, verbs,
adjectives, macy
prepositions
Nouns, verbs, adjec-
!
tives, few preposi- '
tions
(2) Length of sentences used
1
Three-year-olds Unusixally long Fairly short
i
Four-year-olds
i
Unusually long Fairly short
(5) Evidences of inverted or otherwise erroneous word-order
Three-year-olds Never Frequent
Four-year-olds Never Frequent
(4) Object-naning
Three-year-olds Very infrequent Occasional
ii Pour-year-olds Very infrequent Infrequent
' Observations showing Evidences of Inverted or Otherwise Erroneous
Word-Order
Il TOWN B SCHOOL
1
1
j
i
Three-year-olds
i
1
11
115. Robin: I show Leslie's bib where he put it.
' 114. Susan: Why Peewee not 'tay 'chool a nap?
Wrcy Ronnie not go s'eep?
115. Ronnie L.
:
Why this is yellow paper?
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116. Lynn:
Four-year-olds
117. Nancy 0. :
118. A four-year-old
Look, Mies B , look what
have I.' (Said as he showed
teacher group of "boats" he
was floating in water,
)
I'm gonna do very careful my
flowers.
Why Nita not come to school?
Observations showing Evidence of Object-Naming
TOWN B SCHOOL
Two-year-old
119. Teddy: (While resting on his bed before dinner
)
What's that? — Flower?
What's that? — Door?
What's that? — Cristal? (Teacher's name)
What's that? — Button?
(Does this day after day. Does
not wait for answer but looks at
teacher and points to objects.
This is an actual example said
one day.
)
Three-year-olds
120. Several children
shout
:
Four-year-olds
121. Michael
That's the fire-engine.'
Look at the fire-engine.'
We saw the fire-engine.'
We saw the fire-engine,'
The two-year-old observation is included in this instance, as the habit
of object-naming is particularly prevalent at this age and decreases later
jj
on. The teacher of the two-year-olds found frequent use of object-neuning
in her group, similar to the actual illustration cited. The three-year-old
and four-year-old examples were noted hy this writer, and it is clear that
li
il

there ia a gradual dropping off of object-naming and replacement of it by
the simple sentence followed by even more mature sentence usage as the
child becomes four years of eige. This writer found occasional reversions
^
I
to object-ncuaing, but much more evidence of sentence usage in the three-
|
year-old group, !
The chart on composition of vocabulary on page 66 is srommarized to ^
show general trends evident from an over-all picture of the observations.
Some idea of the contrast between the private and philanthropic schools,
j
as well as the differences in age levels, is evident even in these observa- '
tions assembled primarily as illustrations. Such trends in vocabulary
content are important for the nursery school teacher to appreciate and
understand .
i
6. Growth Changes in Concept and Meanings '
(
Two-year-old illustration:
122. "Pat lying in his crib in the sunshine pointed
into the air and asked, 'Whath 'at?' He kicked his
blanket and again made motions into the air. Adult
did not understand at first* Pat still looked up
I
into the ray of sunshine and said Crumbs
'
, which
\
gave her the clue — duet motes. "
j
The two-year-old, with his meager vocabulary has to make uae of what
he has and, if he lacks a word, has to tedce one which comes somewhere near
it in meaning. He relies upon physical gesture and one or two words, or at
least a very brief and simple sentence. He struggles to put across meaning !
to others even though he may fully understand what he is trying to tell. He
finds it hard to comamnicate meaning to others and is often confused with
the many words he hears adults use in all kinds of situations. He seems to
1/ Woodcock, 0£. cit. , p. 110.
C. o
struggle in hie attempt to utilize the things in his small world for his
ever-growing and changing needs which come more and more to demand a larger
vocabulary if he is to communicate his wants to the world around him.
TOWN A
Three-year-ol d s
125. Rudi: (During farm play).
No, that's a calfie. It
goes with its mother. Now
I need birds to go with
Daddy Duck The piggies
go in the barn. No, that's not
the pigeon coop. Don't mess up
my farm. The ducks stay out.
We don't need the duck.
124. Rudi: Look, that's a nice path for
chickens. know cuz I went
in a pony. And the pony went
out in the pasture.
125. Keith- I'm gonna make a big tunnel
and then it will fall down.
I know it is gonna be awfully
full. Now I'm gonna knock it
down.
These observations give indication of the child's breadth of concept
which has probably foraulated through outside experiences which he plays
out in school. The discussion seems to show much thought about animals and
considerable comprehension of farm life for a three-year-old.
TOWN B
Three-year-olds
126, Johnnie: (At dinner table)
Where does Mrs. A. (cook)
get this stuff?
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Teacher- (Not quite sure of what he said)
What did you say, Johnnie?
Johnnie: Where does Mrs. A, get this
stuff? What store does she
get the food at?
Teacher: 1% not sure of the name of
the store, Johnnie. It's
probably right near here.
Johnnie: My mother gets her food at
store. (Save name. .
.
incomprehensible to obsenrer)
The fact that the child had some idea of who bought his food and pre-
pared it at the school and also related it to his mother's purchasing of
food showed that he had considerable breadth of understanding for a child
his age. His ability to tell the teacher the name of the store at which
his mother shopped was further indication of growth in understanding.
127. Teacher showed group of three-year-olds
pictures of flowers which were different colors.
The group, when seeing a blue flower would look
at clothing and say, "I have blue socks on...
That's like my overalls." Also th^ not only
named colors correctly but noted small portions
of centers of flowers in different colors and
related them to colors on their own clothing.
This writer, while showing these children the pictures, noted a con-
stant reference to color slioilarities and an amazing sense of detail on the
part of the children in their comments about the flower pictures which came
very rapidly ajid enthusiastically. They even noticed details passed over by
this writer when speaking of the colors in the flowers. Such an incident
indicates the child's growth in understauiding and ability to correlate one
experience with another and relate a considerable amount of meaning ver-
bally to the teacher and other children.
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128. The group concept of a full glass of fruit
juice was always expressed as "a whole bunch of juice".
Several of the children frequently said, "I wanna
whole bunch o' juice."
This illustrates the child's beginning of understanding of an abstract
quality and his early, fumbling application of it. He does not apply
correct usage here, but the fact that he has the correct idea as to the
meaning of what he wants to say is very significant. The ability to even
express an idea as abstract as this one is unusual for three-year-old child-
i
ren,ajid the fact that they did not have the advantages of the private
school children adds further to its importance. i
Considerable vartety and breadth of vocabulary was evident from watch-
ing the children play "ice-man". The playing out of experiences gives the
i
child much opportunity to develop his vocabulary. He says things himself
|j and listens to other children who may also have new words to offer in the
I play situation. He forms associations and attaches meaning to the words he
hears in dramatic play. Much conversation accompanied this experience, and
this writer could see how a whole new concept of words associated with the
ice-man came into each child's possession in at least a small degree.
!
129. The three-year-olds used the large hollow
blocks as blocks of ice and loaded and unloaded
th«a carefully on and off the truck.
il
150. The train meant more to the children than just
a moving object. Since the story about the parts
of a train was read they pointed out the parts of
the train and named them to each other very frequently.
(See observation #76.
)
131. Marie: (After having seen a peacock at the park.
)
We saw a bird with flowers on
its tail.
t -\r -
il
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This comment shows the child's keen observation and understanding of
the designs on the peacock's tail. Her language was an attempt to put
forth the meaning and understanding she had; thus one can see how a child's
understanding can be far ahead of ability to express understanding. The
teacher needs to be alert to such situations when seeking to help the child
develop vocabulary as a tool for expression.
152. Such words as "breathing", "water", "tall",
"head", "moss", "stones", "pollywog", and "frog"
etc. broadened in concept to the children when
the teacher brought in pollywogs, salamanders,
moss, a caddis fly, etc. for the eiquarium.
!
The children watched the aquarium from day
to day, and saw one of the pollywogs develop into
a frog. They got so they used the above words
correctly of their own accord in speaking of the
things in the aquarium.
I
This writer, by watching the children as they gathered around the
aquarium, could see progress in breadth of concept and meaning go on rapidly
from day to day. By speaking clearly to them, showing them different
objects, and explaining about them, much was done to help the child progress
in understanding. Gradually the children explained things to each other,
i using the same words which they had heard the teacher use for the various
j
objects.
I
TOWN A SCHOOL
I
Four-year-olds
!
i
155. Alex: We'll win the war. We'll
|
I
win the war. We'll kill you.
|
! We'll kill you. (Said in
;]
sing-song fashion. ) Il
There was considerable discussion about the war among the four-year-
olds at Town A School, and the above sample indicates the child's awareness
(
and understanding of conditions at the present time.
! 154. Alex: (Looking at a bush of small berries in yard.)
We could eat them. I could
have the stone. Mother wouldn't
' let me have them.
The child evidently was associating this experience with a previous
one in which she had been warned not to eat the stone of the fruit. (The
berries were very small and had no large stones).
155. The four-year-old group are constantly
relating family excursions to words they hear
in stories: Monkey to circus trip
Animals to farm trips
Clothing to things they have
or their parents have.
15^. The group habitually asks about pictures on
the wall and associates objects in the picture
with their own experiences at home.
157- Rhythms activities in music indicate a breadth
of understanding of motion and habits of animals and
the four-year-olds imitate these animals with unusual
accuracy. The singing of the words in the songs
about these animals has a strong influence upon the
children's comprehension. Apparently the music alone
is not the total clue to understanding or broadening
of concept here.
158. See Observation #104.
("a dillar, a dollar," etc.)
159. Penny Ph: (To herself)
I 'm gonna take care of the
little baby so it won't get
killed
. And I would take it
heme and give it a nice clean
didy because at home we have
nice clean things. All babies
should be protected
, I think.
So I'll put it on a nice clean,
clean didy and put it to bed.
(V
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This child's statement indicates considerable maturity of concept and
1 meaning for a child four years of age. Her use of the words underlined
in the obsenration shows a broad, generalized understeuiding which almost
^
I
reaches out beyond her own limited experience.
TO'ffN B SCHOOL
Four-year-olds
1
1
l40. The four-year-old group recently has had a
canary as a school pet to watch. Much progress
in breadth of concept of the words "bird", "cage",
"singing", "feeding", "y^Ho*" have been noted by
' the teachers. A general interest in all birds and
broader appreciation of them has resulted. Simul-
j
temeouely with this experience the concepts and
j
meanings of words connected with the experience
have been broadened.
1
1
l4l. Charlotte: (To Sybil, who is playing role of
"doctor" during play. Alberta is
the "baby".)
Doctor, what should I feed her?
1
gybil: You should feed her cereal
in the morning.
Charlotte: I ain't got no cereal ....
Our baby's sick«
Sybil
:
Should give her in the momin'
sc»iie cornmeal and everything.
You should feed her orange juice.
Charlotte: She don't like orange juice, do you?
Alberta: No, tomato juice.
,
Sybil: That is good, too, and grapefruit
juice.
Alberta: I wonder when this cold is gonna
quit.
i
Charlotte: I feed her spaghetti and corn-
bread. That is good, too.
1
j
((
Si
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1
^
gybil: Baby is sick. Open mouth.
I have the light from my
pocket book. Does she have
a farm?
1
Charlotte: No, every time we hvy^
one she doesn't like it —
she s' cared of them.
gybil: (To
1
Alberta)
Every time I come, you say
naaVt)* n Ir 9 ^nil-fa ll-fl-laaan , o. ic. i ^puxiB iiuxiie
stick in her mouth). Say "aah".
Alberta:
i
i
"Aah, aah.
"
The above excerpt from the dramatic play of the four-year-olds shows
the child's maturity in playing out home and school experiences in rather
adult-like fashion. The four-year-old is able to take whole experiences
i'
and play them out in rather long sentences emd with considerable understand-
ing, shown in their usage of language with each other. For shildren as
underprivileged as these are, the above observation showed a depth of under-
steuiding and ability to express meaning, even though language usage was
probably considerably affected by environment. Their knowledge of the
jdifferent foods, the care of the baby, and the characteristics of a doctor's
visit are well expressed here. And it has been expressed more through
'language than actions.
l42. The four-year-old group visited the aquarium
in the three-year-old's room. Having had a story
I
about a frog read to them, they correlated much of
i the vocabulary contained in the book to the things
ji
they saw in the aquarium, besides learning broader
concepts of old words as well as new words such as
"caddis fly" and "salamander".
I;
This writer noted a considerable growth in expression when comparing
the four-year-old remarks about the aquarium with those of the three-year-old
<(
i
group. The four-yoar-olde were relating much of the atory they had read to I
the experience and were more familiar with the water life terminology. A
stronger interest in details such as what the animals ate, where they slept,'
and when they would come out of the water was evident. Their concept of
the experience was even broader than the three-year-olds, and their attention
span was langer.
145. Five-year-old: (Observing man on crutches)
That man sprang a leg so
he has to wear crunches.
This observation, although said by a five-year-old, is typical of
!
four-year-old children. It illustrates the tendency for the child to know
the meaning perfectly and not yet have the vocabulary to catch up with it.
Also it indicates the need for careful diction on the part of the teacher
(or adult in the home) as children so often hear careless, indistinct
speech and pick up incorrect pronunciations.
7. Children's Conception of More Abstract Relations
Little evidence was available in the time allotted for observations
in this category. The following illustrations in the three-year-old group
and four-year-old group were noted. (Division into school groups has been
{
omitted here, since not enough evidence in each school was present to
!
warrant it being pertinent). '

Similarity relations
Three-year-olds
Pour-year-olds
OBSERVATION NUMBER
99
127
142
PAGE NUMBER
65
70
75
Part and whole relations 126 71
Causal relations
Three-year-old
8
Four-year-olds
92
94
65
61
62
52
Spatial relatione No evidence
Time relations No evidence
Numbers and Counting
Three-yeeur-olds
Pour-year-olds
Rote counting up to ten
Rote counting up to twenty
(Lack of comprehension of counting was noted in
numbers over five in both groups. This ability
vsiried with individual children and home training.
)
8. Evidence of Good Illustrations of Piaget's Langusige Categories
For this classification see Observation X in the Appendix.
(1
CHAPTER IV
EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
Each of the foregoing observations not only illustrates certain
phases of the preschool child's language development but at the same time
shows the tremendous opportunity the nursery school teacher has to influence
the child's development of a meaningful vocabulary. Even tnougn the obser-
vations served purely as illustrative material, an examination of when they
took place reveals that every phase of the nursery school program listed in
Part II of tne observational outline is represented in the observations.
The data has brought to light the importance of the teacher's awareness of
language development in all parts of the nursery school program and has
shown that even in the activities of teaching which seem almost mechanical,
such as washing up or eating, the opportunity for aid in vocabulary develop-
ment is present. Illustrations of how the teachers made use of their oppor-
i
tunity to help the children in each phase of the program are cited below
according to specific activities. There are several exeunples available
among the observations, but only one or two pertinent examples will be cited
for each activity listed in the outline. The following chart lists the
specific activities and pages where they occur in the preceding chapter.
ACTIVITY OBSERVATION NUMBER PAGE NUMBER
I. Language and Physical Routines
Eating 126 69
Sleeping 50 50
Resting 112 65

. i
1
79
ACTIVITT OBSERVATION NUMBER PAGE NUMBER
Washing, Toileting 11 45
i
Dressing 56 51
1
II. LGUiguage and Active
i
1
Physical Play
1
Block play 71 54
1
Other large muscle play 84 59
-
i
T TTIII. Language and Music
Rhythms 157
,
i
1
1
IV. Language and Plastic Arts 1
Clay ivo 65
Painting 75 55
Crayons, Scissors, Paste, etc. 81 58 1
111 65
V. Language and Science
Animals, Pete, 152 72 i
1
Seasons 94 62
i
VT Language and Literature
and Story-Telling
Literature 88 60
Story-telling 72 54
Prom this chart the importance of Isuaguage development may be noted.
This is the first important implication. the need for the teacher to be
alert to her opportunity to help the child at all times.
The second implication, the voice quality of the teacher, was imposs-
!
ible to record. The children's behavior was greatly affected by such
factors as the teacher's pitch, tempo, diction, volume. emphasis, and reso- •
,
nance. The sound of the teacher's voice and whether or not it was relaxed
i
(\
I
and calm affected the emotional stability of the children and, in turn,
their ability to express themselves easily. The whole "pulse" of the group
was determined by the teacher's voice as she worked and played with the
children. '
The third factor, which again could not be recorded, was the facial
expressions of the teacher and the children. Observers found that this was
as important as verbal communication in the successful adjustment of the
child in the school. In many of the observations the keynote to understand-j
ing was not words alone but facial expression. The teacher could very often
i|
understand the child by his facial expression alone when the child's words
were confused and muddled. And the child could often better understand the
||
teacher by her facial expression than through too many words. The reason
for success of the teacher's handling was frequently due not only to her
jj
careful, appropriate language usage but also to the volume of meaning given'
to the child and understood by him just through facial eitpression.
The importance of accompanying language with appropriate physical '
gestures was the fourth implication of the observations. In such activities
as work with scissors, or identity of objects, this was especially helpful.
The two-year-old required far more physical gesture and expression euid
fewer words than the older children, and yet time limitations made it ^
impossible to record all accompanying pt^sical gestures which helped in the
process of communicating thought.
|
The imitativeneas of preschool children was the fifth factor. In mat^
observations the children took over patterns of language behavior which were
exact replicas of the language, tone, and feeling used by the teacher in a
similar situation which had occurred a short time previous or in the current]
G 'i ; 4'.'
.Ino «
situation in which the teacher was helping. This writer was continually
amazed to hear children speaking to each other in exact mimicry of the tone
of voice and meunner of expression she used in helping them in their daily
activities.
i The classification of the observations according to schools brought
out the next implication. There was a wealth of observational material in
Town A School (the private school) which indicated the probability that the
children's language opportunities in the home and their imitative tenden-
cies in this regard gave them a distinct advantage over the children from
Town B School (the philanthropic school). This was particularly significant
in the case of the variety of prepositions employed by the Town A School
three-year-olds and four-year-olds as well as their good diction and lack o^
erroneous word order. Thus it is evident that the teacher in the philan-
thropic school has an even greater challenge in her responsibility toward
helping the children, for they do not have the advantage of continual
correct usage, and good diction, and breadth of vocabulary in the home
which is so common among private school children.
j
The last factor revealed by the data was the need for understanding
the changes in language development frcwn one age level to the next in order
to make the most of the opportunities for fostering and encouraging progress.
A long-range look at the observations shows that with each year of develop-
ment the teacher has opportunity to use language which is more mature and
ll
accompanied by more reasoning; furthermore, she places more responsibility
'
on the child for helping himself to grow in his understanding of words and 11
to develop a vocabulary which is of good quality and appropriate to his
needs. The nursery school teacher has this opportunity to start the child

off correctly before poor habits are too firmly eet in the child's behavior
j
pattern, and the channels through which she may utilize this opportunity are
rich and varied.

CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
1. How does the two-year-old's vocabulary necessitate different language
behavior on the part of the nursery school teacher in handling him from
that which would be applied to older children?
2. A study of the vocabulary composition of the two-year-old, three-
year-old, and the four-year-old child and its significance in regard to the
teacher's disciplinary technique in the Nursery School.
5- What is the effect of having the nursery school teacher always repeat
correctly for the child any word he mispronounces emd avoiding further
drilling of him? Does it help him to improve his pronunciation and usage
of words sooner than direct drilling would?
4. Does the two-year-old child express abstract relations in his language
behavior?
5. What is the effect of the home environment upon the rate of progress
at which a child develops in his vocabulary useige?
6. A study of suitable program material for aid in fostering a fin©
quality of language for children in the Nursery School.
7. A study of common speech defects in the Nursery School according to
age levels and recommendations as to what the nursery school teacher can do
to aid in their correction.
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Hope Buxton Brown
Pre-School Child
Octo'ber 6, 1944, Friday
OBSERVATION I
(Diary Record of one of the Younger Children)
Note: This o"bservation had to "be split hecause the child was taken inside for
a private appointment with one of the doctors on the staff after I had observed
for twenty minutes. Therefore, the first portion is the twenty minutes done
Monday, Octo'ber 2, from 9:20-10:00 and the continuation is Tuesday, Octo'ber 3,
from 9:30-10:10. All conversational elements directly quoted. (Qjuotation
marks have "been omitted to save time in recording.)
Record of Dale (3,l)
(Children are outside)
What are you gonna do with that?
Was pulled around yard in cart "by Buddy. Got out of cart again.
Where's Miss Ahrams?
Can I get in please? Got in and watched other children play as he was pulled
around.
(Freddie wauated to get in).
Hit Freddie and kept pulling the handle away from him.
Hey, I'm all through with this.
Went over and stood against the see-saw as he watched Irving pull cart.
(Colored Janitor of the Center walks through the yard) He's Mr. Pinky.
(To one of the doctors standing nearhy) You're a dirty lady. Kicks her clean
stockings.
Goes over to sandhox and hits spoon on coffee pot.
I got two spoons.
.
(Holds four spoons, two in each hand)
Throws a shovel out of the sandpile. Then offers each spoon to Freddie.
When is Miss Abrams coming?
Pours sand from coffee pot into "bowl. It might ruin my dirty eyes.
Watches other children for a minute.
Shovels sand into "bowl and throws spoons outside the sand'box.
Holds "bowl full of sand next to his stomach, as he pushes sand up and down in
it with his wooden spoon. Then stirred the spoon in the sand a couple
of times.
Leon, want me make you a pie?
Oooh, I wanted it here.
Puts a small pie plate on top of "bowl, then a large one on top of that.
Bangs with spoon five times on pie plate. Shows other children what he is doing.
What?
Takes funnel up and potirs sand through it, which he has spooned from "bowl.
That's lucky. You're not gonna have any.
You're gonna have duty.
Shovels more sand into funnel; then pours sand from "big end of funnel into pie
plate.
Pours sand from howl into pie plate.
Throws sticks around from sandhox.
Pounds with spoon on smgill pie tin which he has turned upside down.
Stands on small pie tin. Gets off again.
Poimds on pie tin with spoon three times. Takes off pie tin and starts to
mould a pie in it.
Buries his right hand in the sajid (with his left hand doing the 'burying). Then
rolls up sleeves.
.:(•
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Holds big pie tin for a minute. Drops it.
Throws a shovel at me. Throws sand out of sandbox.
Makes a "big mound of sand outside sandbox with the sand he has accumtilated from
throwing it out.
I'm makin' a big pile and yo all fall down and go boom.
Holds spoon and sucks it. Takes it out of mouth.
This is gonna be slush.
This is the garbages. Makes a bigger pile of sand outside sandbox.
Puts his fingers in the air (one hand) and pours sand through and between the
open fingers of his hand, first one hand and then the other. Watched with
delighted smile.
Want some cake? (to other children).
Lies down flat on his stomach and looks at sand.
Picks up a dead leaf and looks at it as he holds it in his hand. Drops it.
Pokes fingers down in the sand,
(10/3/44 Children inside)
Started to play with blocks
Had a paper bag with him. I got my cupcakes.
Stood still while teacher removed hat and coat.
Whose is that red hat? (Has seen red fireman's hat brought by one of the children.)
How can he wear it? How can he wear it?
Tried to put the ha,t on Leander.
I wanna water the plants today,
(other child says mel mej)
mi
Held red fireman' s hat in his hand and walked around the room.
Hits one of the trains with the red hat. Drops hat.
Goes out of room with teacher to get water.
Returns in a minute.
Waters one plant while teacher holds it down low so he can reach it.
This next one, then that one, then that one, (Increased volume of voice as he
said this last sentence,)
Set watering can down a second and then picks it up. Does not continue-teacher
takes can.
(To Leander) You want to be the fireman? (Holds fireman hat in hand again.)
Goes over to little music box rocking chair and kneels on it while Leander winds
it up. Still holds hat in hand.
Puts three dishes on the table after putting hat aside.
Here, Bobby. Brings him a cart.
Watches Leander play.
Bobby's gonna take the cart and put it in the garage.
(Sees another child have a ball.)
I wanna ball too. A bouncing ball, a bouncing ball.
Puts ball in his mouth and sucks it after teacher gives it to him.
Stands and sucks his ball as he watches Leon arrive at school.
Picks up a second ball off floor. In sing-song tone says, I got two balls, I
got two balls.
Stajnps around the room in rhythm and sings I got two balls. I got two balls.
Then throws the ball across the room and says, I got football. Junips up and down.
Interferes with Bobby's trains which were set up on table. Throws two of the
trains on the floor. (Teacher reasons with him)
1 7
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Picks up red fireman's hat and waves it. Throws it on the floor.
Stands and with closed fists gently ptuaches his own cheeks,, Then sucks hall
and punches his cheeks several times.
Stands on chair near the radiator, and looks out window at new "bright red "bird
feeding shelf teacher has set out there. (Bird shelf has fresh "bird seed
on it.)
Why don't they eat it? 1 fixed it.
Horses eat that. Pounds Bohhy with ruhher hall he (Dale) has "been holding.
Look-it, they left their food.
They'll come on the window and eat it as fast as they can,
(To Bobby, who is slso watching): Get out of here.
Want to see something? I'm gonna give them a plate. Gets a green plate.
Sucks ball again. Gets a second green plate.
Sucks on plates and then spits on window,
(To Leander, who is also watching out window) Where's your Mummy today? Is
she workin'?
(Answer from L: Out In the barn)
Just cows sit in the barn.
Bobby tried to join him and watched out window for a second. Slammed Bobby on
heed with fist. (Teacher took Dale down)
Cried hard, , teacher talked to him.
Calmed down,, looked back at others over at window. Fire engine at your house?
Ban back toward window again. Th8.t's not duty, that's food.
We'll see the birds tomorrow. All choked up,
I see an apple blossom. It's raining on duty.
Goes over and gets spoon, I'll eat the whole spoon upl
Sucks ball, drops it out of his mouth, sits dovm, and then picks it up.
I'll go out and then I'll eat your whole head up J (says this to Bobby).
I'm gonna lay on the table. Lies across the table on his stomach, with his head
down on the table.
Other children are having juice at table when he does this,
(Teacher says it's good).
No it's not, that juice is duty,
Zeeps sucking ball and leaning on the table, now with one foot over the back of
a chair,
(Children have nra.sic)
Puts two chairs out by the piano, (Carries one in each hand) Sits in his and
keeps sucking his ball.
Teacher starts Hickoiy Dickory Dock, Children are to be mice, etc.
Sat and listened as children sang song. Sucked his ball,
I'm not a mousy,
(To teacher) How do the mousies go? Show me,
(Teacher shows him picture in song book)
I'll eat it all up. I ate it all up.
Keeps sucking ball and listening and watching others as they sing Farmer in the
Dell.
f
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Chimed in on two phrases, however, "the farmer takes a wife" and "the cheese
stands alone".
Moves his chair over a little. Keeps sucking 8Jid listening while other children
suggest songs they want to sing,
(Mulberry Bush suggested "by others)
Have to hold hands with that.
Gets up, walks into small space "between end of piano and wall. I wanna hide.
Hides there at one end of piano. And then I won't come out. Comes out.
(Children take turns hiding as they sing a hiding song.)
Runs around room sucking ball. Gets a second ball.
I got two balls. Sucks two balls.
Comes back to music circle and plays part of mouse who runs behind clock (gets
behind chair as children sing Hickory Dickory Dock.
Teacher teaches Indian song requiring arm movement with one arm bent.
Dale does not sing but uses arm movement and puts arm way out straight.
Did not catch on as easily as other children or get the idea of motion in it.
s no
\
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OBSERVATION II
(Diary Record of One of the Older Children)
leander (3,6)
(9:20 A.M. - 10:20 A.M., September 25, 1S44)
Helped teacher carry "board across yard; placed "board on rungs of Jungle jim,
(Teacher tilted "board against jungle Jim); clim"bed up on "board; swung on
jungle jim; stopped swinging to watch girl on tricycle; was pushed away
by Billy; pulled himself up on "board; stood and watched girl on tricycle;
watched other children clim"b on "board; clim"bed on "board again slid down
half way; left activity.
Took small wooden horse away from another child; put this in the cellar; "I
want dis." Took ladder out to play on. "Why dey standing up there for?"
leaned ladder on jungle jim and clim"bed up. "Where's Dale? I gotta cold".
Han across yard. Gave Buddy a ride on "big cart. Then he got in cart and Buddy
ptilled him. "Want me run you down there?" Pulled Bunny in the cart around
yard. Susie wanted a turn. Refused Susie a turn. "I'm gonna go down
the hill" (Teacher said "NO") "Buddy you run down the hill yourself."
Susie managed to get in cart so walked off and went in cellar, "I'm tak-
ing this". Took large "block and long "board out of cellar. Put them on
the closed top of the send"box. (Teacher explained would need to get the
extra key inside to open the sand "box). "For me? for mfe?" Sat on "big
"block and played with long "board. Got off "block and threw it on the
groxmd.
Ran inside and tried to play with train "belonging in room for younger children.
Wanted to find his teacher: "Where's Miss A'brajns?" Returned to yerd.
Took ladder across yard. 6a,ve it to Bunny. Ran into cellar and "brought out
two more ladders. "Would you take one?" (to teacher)
After got ladders out threw one of them on the ground. "Huh, I have it."
Stood with his hands clasped "behind him watching other children play for
a minute or two.
"Where's Miss A"brams?" Ran inside again to playroom where train was. (l ex-
plained when Miss A. returned she would come outside so we'd "better go out
there too). Returned to play yard willingly.
Went over to "big packing "box in yard. "I want it turned over." "Coming off"
(referring to tape around edge of "box which was partly ripped off.) Kept
trying to pull more of it off. "I want to play with this," Puts long
"board up against it and plays on it.
Sees piece of trellis on other side of fence. "I want that," Pushed pedal of
girls "bike with his foot. "You go out," Ran inside aga.in to find Miss
A"brajns—hugged her and smiled happily. Was "brought outside.
Pushed long "board in sand; threw it down. Ran around the yard once. Started
to play with revolving clothespole. First took hold of string that was
hanging down from it. Then started to clim"b the center pole. Then swung
it around a little and watched it.
"Why didn't Dale come?"
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Watched children on slide. "You doing that?" I sit dovm myself. Went dovm
the slide twice—the first time sitting on rather crookedly, the second
time sitting quite correctly.
Went over to sand"bo3c and looked around. Went over to slide again and went down
it. "Ho, look-de""Don' t let Bohhy down" Patted Ricky on the head as he
got up from the slide. Saw children continuing to slide. "Me too!"
Slide down again. Then sat and waited for another child to slide do>m.
As he was running hack to slide down the slide again, he saw a seed pod
on the ground, picked it up, and gave it to Miss Ahrams. Sucked his thumh.
(To another child) "You're going after me." "I want to go down like tha,t."
laughed. .fooled with Billy.
Went over aJid started to climb on a tree tmnk.
Returned to slide. "I'm having lots of turns'l . stopped to throw a ladder on the
ground. Started in to slide again. "I went down faster" , .goes down on
slide head first. Went down on slide again head first, but this time with
"both arms stretched out over his head. . straight. As he got up from slide
fotmd a button and gave it to Miss Abrams.
Watched Billy and smiled at him.
Went down slide again in same position with hands outstretched but this time
banged right hand in rhythm as he went down the slide (intentionally)
Watched other children, .watched Billy go down. Went across yard. Knelt on a
log of a tree. "I want to break the tree. I want some apples." (U.B.
there is no apple tree in the yard)
Went over to sandbox and threw some sand out of it. Took two en^ty red jello
moulds and fitted them to-gether. Made mud cakes in the jello moulds.
Gave one cake to teacher, and turned the other one out carefully on edge of
sandbox. "What's that?" "Oooooh, a fly." Lined up six mud jello cakes
on the edge of the sandbox. Dug with the shovel in the sandbox as he sat
inside the sandbox. "Are you gonna send that away to the man in the
cellar?" he said to teacher, showing her his shovel full of sand. "I
wanna make a pie." Threw jello dish down on edge of sandbox. "Here,
Billy," (Gave him a dish to play with. However, he took it away from
Ricky in order to give it to Billy.)
Transferred the dish he was playing with from his left hand to his right one.
Made another pie and pounded on it with his shovel. "Billy, break Ricky's
pie." Lined up all his pies on the edge of the sandbox and then shoved
them all off into the Box with his shovel.
Turned himself over and lay on his stomach on the edge of the sandbox and
played with shovel inside the sandbox near the edge.
"Ooooh, look what I'm doing. Made another mound of sand." (to teacher) "Por
you." "Go ahead, make a t\mnel. Don't you want to make a tunnel?"
lay flat on stomach on edge of sandbox as he continued work on the tunnel. Got
1^ and squatted as he worked inside the sandbox. Billy came over, so
leander threw sand toward him and pushed him away. Alice cejae over and
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took a big spoonftil of send. Leaned way down and dug deep into the tunnel.
Took the big spoon from Alice. "Eicky." Threw spoon across sandpile away
from Alice. Dug some more on tunnel. "Did you make a pie, Ricky?" (E.
showed him his pie). "Meke some more, Eicky." Sat and watched Eicky work
on opposite side of sandbox, as he (Leander) held a small shovel in his
right hand. "Make some more." Lay on edge of sandbox again flat on his
stomach but bent his knees up and waved feet in the air. "Look whe,t
Billy's doing." Lay on the edge there and watched him and then got ttp
and ran over to him. "Look at the black kitty" he said to teacher, being
the first to notice it scoot across back of the yard. "Eicky, look at the
kitty." "Billy, get out of the way. I'm not playing with you. I'm
playing with myself." Started making a bigger caJce by piling sand in a
small pitcher and then turning it out onto edge of sandbox.
Took a shovel full of sajid and threw it across the sandbox. "I want it."
Started to dig a tunnel in the sand. Watched other children go to big box
to get their tomato juice when teacher called them. "I don't want it,
I'm too busy. I don't want any. I'm playing with sand." (Teacher:
just a taste of it, Leander?) Shook his head. Watched others tak:e their
juice while he held his shovel in his right hand. ("Where's my cup?" ask-
ed Eicky) "I'll find it for you." Took red shovel and gave it to Eicky.
Gave Eicky a little blue cup when he asked for it.
Dug in his tunnel. .watched other children play for a minute. Continued to dig
in tunnel, "Pretty soon this is gonna be all done." Threw sand out of
tunnel across sandpile by flipping it off edge of his shovel. (Other
child: "Let see whatcha doin'.") "I'm makin' tunnel." (Other child:
"For me?") Then Leander looked at me and said"NOT for YOU".
"I got two btinches of sand and I'll be all done." Put some sand outside the
box. (to Carol) "You make a tunnel," "Who wants tea?" Worked with his
right hand as he made pitcher cake. Billy took pitcher away from Leander.
(Teacher gave L. permission to go over to Billy and get pitcher back since
he had it first and was playing with it.) Leander tried to get pitcher
from Billy. Billy resisted and would not give it up. Leander whammed
Billy over the head three times with his little shovel. Intervention by
teacher. Leander got pitcher back. "G-o give some to Alice." (Referring
to pie he was making) Made a beautiful pie. "This is for you. You break
it up." "Who wants some tea?"
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OBSERVATION III TAKEN OCTOBER 11, 1944 at 9:30 A. M.
Aspects of MOTOR CONTROL
(Instances have "been taken "both in groups and individually in order to get a
"better understanding of what happens)
Alexandria - crawled across sandpile rapidly on all fours, with her head dovm.
Peter - ran across ys-rd with arms swinging freely, went into playroom, took
"big red "block with right hand (whole hand) clasped over side of "block and
carried it outside in this position. Then dropped it on the ground and
sat on it. He held it up close to his thigh when he carried it and seemed
to use most of his "body in doing the work.
Danny, Penny PO, and Jeremy - in rocking "boat. They all put their hands on the
"bar inside and rocked "back and forth a dozen times. Backs were erect,
knees slightly apart and all seemed very relaxed and comforta'ble in the
activity. Yet they threw their "bodies wholly into the motion and seemed
to move their arms as hexd as the rest of their bodies, backward and for-
ward, backward and forv;ard. After a dozen rocks of the boat, the children
stopped and started to talk. Then they all leaned way over on the side
of the boat and put their fingers in the sand on the ground. First they
would let the sand run through their fingers, then they would pat the
sand into piles with the palms of their hands and then they would scrape
the side of their hands along the sand making little piles of it. Penny
Po. lifted her hand up in the air clasping a bit of sand and let it fall
ii- the rocking boat. Then they took small amounts of sand, clasping them
tightly in palm of hand and then opened their palms and let the sand
fall on the seat of the rocking boat. When the children leaned over the
side of the rocking boat, they used their legs as levers, so to speak,
and did not just bend from the hips or the waist. Penny Po. had almost
all of her body outside the rocking boat when she was reaching for the
sand. Her legs were stiff and she was really leaning from her thighs.
Evan - in the sandpile—had large shovel. With both hands he pushed the shovel
down deep into the sand. Then with much effort, moving both his legs
frequently to get his balance he piled the sand from the shovel into the
red wooden pail. Dropping shovel completely as soon as sand was emptied,
he then grabbed the pail on either side (using both hands, with palms up
against side of pail) and used whole arm (bent his elbows) and shoulders
in getting sand poured out into truck. He bent his knees as he did it and
his head was down watching his work intently.
Penny Ph, and Elizabeth on swings - both sat in swings with elbows bent and
arms over head as they grasped the ropes on either side. Eor six swings
back and forth. Penny Ph kept swinging with her head and shoulder way
over to the side leaning on one rope and then Elizabeth imitated her.
They would swing about half a dozen times and then slow down and talk a
while. There was no evidence of their actually "pumping" themselves
very much as they awang.
Cort - Alone in the rocking boat. First got in and stood in it. Looked around
and then sat down and with his knees apart for balance, and grasping the
bar in the boat rocked himself very hard. At the same time he "rocked"
his head forward and back forward and back in motion with the rest of
his body. His elbov/s were stiff and arms out very straight as he held on
Note: There are two Penny's - Penny Ph. and Penny Po.
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to the "bar tightly, S6on Danny joined him on the other side of the rock-
ing "boat and proceeded to swing in similar fashion. Jeremy came over
and slammed his right hand down hard on the center of the rocking "boat and
thrust his chest up against it and his head down parallel to it saying he
was going to stop them. After the third stroke with his right hand and the
force exerted "by his leaning on the center he slowed up the children in
the rocking "boat. After they stopped finally, he climhed in and the three
children rocked four more times. Then Penny Po and Priscilla came over
and tried to climh in. Penny climted in on the same side with Danny (who
was alone on one side) and Priscilla wanted to get in on the same side.
There was really next to NO room for her hut she pushed herself down "be-
tween Danny and Penny, turning her shoulders sideways and almost sitting
in sideways in order to squeeze in. Her arms were outside holding on at
the hack of the rocking hoat. Then the children cried "too heavy" "too
heavy" for they had discovered the addition of weight affected the ease
of rocking the rocking hoat, and they had difficulty in getting it to rock
enough to notice. Priscilla and Penny got out and the hoys started to
hring large hlocks over with much effort. They were suitcases as far as
the children were concerned, and they handled them as heavy even though
they were not cumhersome to handle. They piled the suitcases in the small
space in the center of the rocking hoat, each child completing his putting
in of each suitcase hy himself, no matter how clumsy he was in getting it
done. One would go in endwise, another in sidewise and the child inside
would manage to make room for what went into the rocking hoat.
Ellen - in sandhox, was filling little jello mould with sand. She did most of
the work with one wooden spoon which she used to pat do^im the sand in the
mould and then would turn it over on edge of sandhox using one hand only.
She made many patting motions very gently with the palm of her hand after
she had removed the mould and the cake appeared. She repeated this for
two or three cakes which she lined up on the edge of the sand hox. She
sat in the sand with her legs stretched apart as she did this. Soon she
started digging a huge hole in the sandhox. She was on her knees as she
did this and leaned way forward with her head almost in the hole and dug
vigorously with first one hand and then the other getting out the sand.
She would move her legs around every once in a while to keep a hetter
halance as she dug, and as she worked she seemed to keep moving forward
nearer and nearer to the end of the tunnel as its size would increase.
Alex - rode across the yard on large hicycle. Before she had gone very far she
fell off. She picked herself up and then pulled the hicycle up and started
again. As she put her hands out on the handles, quickly the hicycle fell
over again and she went with it. Finally she got on it again more slowly
and speeded over a humpy spot only to tip over again. She got up and set
the hicycle in place and rode around again.
ELen - Was pushing the small wooden hahy carriage across the yard very rapidly
and running as she pushed it. Danny, seeing her, came over and joined
her and they hoth ran along together pushing it with arms stiff and whole
hand grasping the handle of the carriage,
Jeremy and group:
Several of the children were coming across the yard on tricycles, Jeremy,
seeing them, ran up and thrust his hands out horizontally to prevent them
passing, as he yelled, "red light, red light." The children stopped and
chattered and watched him for several minutes.
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Danny, Alex, Cort, Jeremy and Ru"by carried "suitcases" back to a clrunp of trees
in the very 'back of the yard. Placed them up next to the fence and all
the "boys sat on the suitcases quietly as they talked about having supcer.
Alexandria (Alex) prepared the supper "by taking very tiny twigs and piling
them up as if to have a fire. She seemed to find the tiniest twigs in
the yard and "break them even smaller. Then she picked them up with her
thumh and index finger and successively offered each child some supper
(a twig). Each child took his share and they talked ahout what they were
having for supper. They had very little "bodily activity using the large
muscles hut much use of small muscles.
If
/
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OBSERVATION III
(Motor Control)
General Comments:
As a result of the foregoing o"bsenratlons I find that the analysis of
motor control in the three and four-year old child is an excellent way to
understand some of the major theories of child development. One can see in
all these activities the tendency to use of mass activity over specific activity.
This is particularly apparent in the three year old (Evan) for exajnple. He
used his whole "body in getting sand into his pail and then on to his truck.
His head, shoulders, arms, and legs were all in play somehow. The same was true
of the children in the rocking "boat. They seem to put more of their "bodies into
play during this activity than will "be necessary as they gradually will acquire
more differentiation.
If motor development proceeds in a cephalo-caudal direction, I can now
see what the psychologists mean a little more clearly. Somehow, it seemed to
me that the younger children such as Priscilla and Evan (2-6 and 2-1 respect-
ively) had far less control of their upper limlDs in the play activity than
Alexandria (4-4) who as we saw in her activity was making the very fine motor
coordinations with her handling of the tiny twigs which she was maniptilating
with \inusual dexterity. The younger children would go for the "bigger play
objects where they use more mass movement of their heads, shoulders, arms and
legs, Evan loved the "big shovel and Ellen was using the tiny jello mould sind
patting it very carefully with the palms of her hands. I think the smaller
children are more inclined to get mass movement rather than the tiny aspects
of sand play or other forms of motor activity.
Another interesting fact "brought to light "by o"bservations was the tendency
for the children to put themselves into their activity very intently and go at
it with all their might and main. VThen they would go across the yard after
something, they would run after it, or when they played in the sand they would
go at it with complete a'bsorption in the activity. Then they wotild "be very
quiet for a time and then up and off to hard play again. I noticed this tendency
for activity and rest to alternate in waves all through the morning on the day
I o"bserved. They seemed to rest of their own accord during their play "by chat-
ting or playing house or just looking around. Never "before had I realized how
hard a child works when he plays!
The tendency for these children to clim'b, and rock, to run and carry
things, to shovel and pour, to crawl, and tear around the yard on the tricycles,
and indulge in every kind of activity where "both large and small muscle co-
ordination must somehow come into play was an indicator to me that this is one
of the most important things in the development of the pre-school child. His
education is now one of learning how to coordinate. He must "be given as much
freedom as possi"ble and not expected to make fine motor coordinations "before
he has sufficiently matured to the point where he can. These children are ex-
ploring in every possi"ble way all the ways they can use their muscles in play,
and every minute o"bserving "brings out something new. (Take for example the
children on the swing mentioned earlier who seemed to enjoy so much swinging
with their heads way over at one side.) One can see innumera"ble instances in
these children's play where they just have not gotten to the point where they
are a"ble to relax some muscles and use those directly involved in the activity
they are attempting.
It was amusing to watch the children lug their "suitcases" over and put
pi:
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them in the rocking boat. Each one was so intent on dragging his suitcase
and clumsily getting it in to a small space that they seldom had the idea of
helping each other. They seemed to be so intent on dragging and shoving and
getting their own load put out of the way that they did very little to help
each other pull the suitcases in the rocking "boat, hut got more fun out of each
doing their own. Somehow this seems an indication of the intensity of motor
control which is gradually "being developed in the child of this age. (2-4 years
particularly) This motor control is achieved only through this constant bodily
activity which the child gets in his play.
It was interesting to observe how the various pieces of equipment in the
play yard seemed to answer different needs in the child's program of activity.
The rocking boat gives rhythm and balance to a motor activity (among the other
needs it serves); the sandpile activities serve to develop both the large and
small muscles depending on whether the child is playing with one of the big
shovels or the very little dishes and tiny pans, etc. The jungles Jim is ex-
cellent for more general bodily mass activity and the slide serves as a combination
of both mass activity (sliding) and smaller coordinations such as stairs on
the slide and balancing oneself on the top before going down which would in-
volve much more specific activity than we are normally aware of unless we see it
in terms of what the child is learning to do.
Motor control is a vast field for it overlaps into so many other phases
of the child's development and it is so closely integrated with other factors
that it is difficult to separate it, but the foregoing observations aided me
in becoming more aware of what a child is actually learning in the way of motor
control through the nursery school program.
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OBSERVATIOIT IV
Rhythmic Patterns in Speech
OTDservation taken Monday, 16 October 1944 (9:30-10:30 A.M.)
Tuesday 17 Octo"ber 1944 (10:00-11:00 A.M.)
Harriet (2,7) while swinging in the swing sang " swing-ing swinging" twice.
This was done while the swinging was going on of course.
WowJ Vowoool Wahoool Wahooo! Wa-hoool Wa-hooo] (The syllabic separation
did not appear until after he had said it the first two or three times.)
This was called out "by Danny as he rode around the yard rapidly on his
"bike. (Age: 4,3)
Jeremey (3,10) Ooo-ooh ooo-ooh (Stejids and watches Danny and says this in
rhythm.
)
Danny - speaking to other children: This is a cold day da-day-day-day- (under-
lined words indicate where the syllabic einphasis was.) He said this in
a very definite rhythmic pattern with a quite sense of balg-nce ajid
realization of good rhythm pattern. ^
Elizabeth (3,5) In a sing-song fashion, "She's tearing it, she's tearing it,
she's Just pretending.' (This was said to the children in regard to
another child.
Peter (2,6) Sang: Ding dong bell, ding dong bell, while sitting in the sand-
box spooning up sand.
Harriet - My mummy's gone a-way-ay- My mummy's gone a-way-ay. (Spoken)
Penny Po - (3,10) There's not very many big people out here. (Said twice)
Hoo- hoo-hool Hoo-hoohoo.' Hoo-hoo-hoo! Jeremy repeated this six times as
he pulled the wagon along.
(Jeremy says to children who are all playing together in the sandpile: "Today
is Monday")
Cort (3,3) No, today is Sunday. Sunday-Monday Monday-Sunday. Other children
take up the sing-song and imitate it saying it over several times
Elizabeth - While swinging on the swing, Boopy-Johhney, boopy-.iohnny. bttopy-
johnny (five times)
Penny Po (Swinging with Eliaabeth on swing beside her: Hi, Sconnery, donnery,
donnery, Johnnery, ((Jlepeated this phrasing twice.)
Biffy (3,2) Prom top of slide calls across yard to Penny Po, saying. Hi,
Eaggedy Ann, Hi, Eaggedy AnnJ (In sing-song fashion)
Penny Po. Jinga, jinga, jinga, jinga. G-ooda gooda gooda gooda.
Elizabeth - Warm, warm, warm, warm. Te-es, ye-es, ye-es, ye-es.
Jeremey - As he raxi across the yard dragging the wagon, he sang "Super suds.
Super suds, making too for super su-u-uds. (This writer could not catch
the words of the next to the last phrase nor does she know than.
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"but she did o'bserve that Jeremey gave the tune exactly as the man sings
it over the radio and that the last sn-u-uds was pitched and timed
perfectly, according to Super Suds radio advertisement)
Danny - followed Jeremey around running and also singing the Super suds song.
Each sang it several times.
Penny Po.. sitting and verhalizing; Non non non non Non-non-non-non non-
El izaheth - Mmram mhm Uh-uh Mmnmm mhm uh-uh
Penny Po - "My name is Penny Po-(xxxx) Who are you?" (Chimes in on this part
of the song as she and teacher sing together.
"A-hunting we will go, a-hunting we will go" (this also a song she
chimed in on with teacher)
"High stepping horses" just chimed in on this twice with teacher.
Cort: I va-ca-tion I va- ca-tion.
Peter: (VOiile teacher had "been singing several songs with Penny Po and in-
directly trying to get Peter to join in he had watched and continued to
play in the sand and said (or rather sung) nothing. Then after she had
finished singing "Pop Goes the Weasel" a minute or tvo later of his o^vn
accord he (while her "back was turned to him) came out with one line "Pop
Goes the Weasel!"
Penny Po: And these are my new "buckle overalls. See my new buckle overalls.
These are my "buckle-"buckle new-new-new ones. (While standing in sand-
pile showing children her new overalls.)
Cort, Ellen, Zeith, Biffy: (All are sitting in the rocking hoat) Row, Row, row
your "boat. Gently down the stream, Merrily, merrily merrily merrily,
Life is "but a dream, (All sang at different pace but right in time with
the motion of the rocking "boat)
Pennj'- Po and Priscilla: I'm the king of the castle and your the dirty rascal.
(Penny sang it first and then Priscilla sang it.)
Rudi: (While peddling on "bike) Pi-re engine. Pi-re engine. Pi-re Pi-re (Done
in sing song rhythm rather than excitedly)
All children: Roo- to-too-too-too. (Several times while marching around yard
in rhythm.
Danny: Whooow-00 Whoow-00
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Comments:
One of the most interesting things I learned "by watching and listening
for rhythmic patterns in speech is that it is very closely associated with
motion in the play yard. The "best rhythmic patterns came out when the child
was either pulling a cart along as in the "Super Suds" exan^le or on the
swing or in the rocking "boat. It is then that I "believe children PEEL rhythm
and really let go and express thenselves. After going over my observations I
find that motion is the most influential factor as far as the creation of
rhythm is concerned.
Also I think there is much carry-over of the children's music period
for I notice their teacher has the gift of spontaneity in her teaching of
music and is apt to sing as she is a^bout the playyard and do it very informally
and na-turally and I can see how the children have picked this up. They may
not sing Just the songs she does "but they are getting the idea of the rhythm
and are applying it to the things they do and say out in the yard. Little
Peter on the soxrface was dujB"b to her singing hut Just as soon as she finished
he came out with a line of the song—all of his own accord.
The factor of emphasis is highly important in the consideration of
children's rhythm. These youngsters not only had rhythm "but they had a re-
markable sense of "balance in the way they would emphasize things in their
speech. The sentence on the "new new new "buckle overall", for example was a
"beautiful illustration of this.
The four year olds and the late threes were a little more advanced and
I did not find so much actual expression in the three year olds (early) "but I
think all the children have an unusual sense of rhythm and was amazed I could
find so much in Just two hours.
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OBSERVATION V
0"bservation on a Phase of Speech
Verti tense used ty three-year-olds and four-year-olds
The object of this observation was to record all conversation during a
two-hour play period with the purpose of ascertaining in what tense the children
tend to formulate their thoughts during their activity at nursery school. I
was interested to find out whether they had a sense of past, present, and future,
whether they used the future tense very much, and what tense actually pre-
dominated in their speech. Unfortunately the children were not very talkative
during the period, but enough information was obtained to give some indications
which seemed helpful in getting at the answer.
Observation taken Monday, October 24, 1944 (9:30 - 11:30 A. M.
)
Rudi (3,8) - Oh, how cold my hands arei Mother forgot to give me some mittens
because my hands are so cold.
Alex (4,5) Give him that, Cort. I need that funnel, please. (To Penny Po:)
I'm not gonna play with you.
Penny Po: I have on my bandaid.
(3-10)
Alex - I have one too.
Penny Po - I have a bandaid.
Alex - I've seen lots of them down on the big beach in New Jersey; I saw lots
of them.
Alex -(During sand play) This is gonna be a sick nurse. She's very big. We'll
.jump all over her.
Penny Po - See my lady. A ginger lady. See her buttons.
Alex - I'm gonna make a little lady. Don't say that once more, Cort A
.
To Penny Po: I'm gonna have a birthday party and give you things,
(To observer:) And you're not gonna get to come to my party.'
Ellen (4,2) - VHiere's my box go? VThere's my box? Let's go and get the swings.
Rudi - (3-8) Hi, Alex. I brought a bean bag to school
Alex - I have one but I left it at home.
Rudi - I'm bicycling backwards. Uow look, I'm bicycling backwards.
Alex - What's that? (Looking at flowered clip observer had on.) I've got a
prettier pin than that. And I've got a brass bracelet with a blue heart.
(On bike;) My boat goes right along with me.
Cort (3,4) Tha-t boy— that boy can't play cuz he's too little.
We're playin' house. Nobody can come in this house. Peter S can't
come in here. Peter S can't come in.
Alex - Peter S caji't come in. (Said twice) Beca.use he will break our house
er
-
1
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dovTi, won't he? And we will gpank him and we will "build it up again and
turn it over and pick.
Penny Po - It will "be awful hard work won't it? Oh, there's a new thing in the
sandlDox so let's go and see it.
Alex - (she, Rudi, and Jeremy are on "bikes) You don't knovr where we're going.
Cort - (at sand"box with new teakettle toy) I found it.
Rudi - Come on, Alex.
Alex - Where are we going? (Rudi - To a trip.)
(Rudi, Alex, and Jereniy are over "by a "berry "bush.)
Alex - We could eat them. I could have the stone. Mother wpuldn'
t
let me have
them. Come in here, Jeremy. Come on. I can climlD a tree and you can't
clim"b.
Rudi - (to Alex) You get off now. You have enough "berries.
Ellen - Let's pick some "berries.
IlirSIDE**In Play Corner etc.
Alex - To, Ellen I was playing with that first. No, I'll show you.
Ellen - I don't have anything to play with.
Alex - Here, give Cort this "ba.'by. This is "both of our's "ba"by.
Alex - (turning to observer) At home next year I'm gonna have my "birthday
and I'm not gonna let you come . But you, Danny and you and you and you,
(pointing to each of the children in turn.)
Keith - (3,3) I gotta handkerchief cuz I gotta cold.
No, don't do th©.t. I'm gonna take the plates. (Regarding thing in
tea set. , etc.
)
Alex - No, you don't need that. That's the extra "blanket.
Jeremy (3,10) - That's the extra one. One of us will rock her to sleep.
Alex - No, we're not ready yet.
Ellen - Now roll her "back and forth.
Alex - Next year you can come in my house. I'll "be past you then. I'm four
now,
Keith - I'm three and a half.
Alex - I'm on the side of you and Keith and I are in the middle.
Dannj'- - (4,3) When we go home, let's make a "big fire.
Jeremy - She's a nice girl. Let's play house. What are you making, Rudi?
I'm making a house.
Danny - This is our "ba"by.
Jeremy - We're going for a ride aren't we? Red light. Green light. Let's goJ
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Danny - The doll on the ta"ble. . .wrap her up in a "blanket.
Ellen - Here, Keith, would you eat your supper?
Ellen - Oh, you messed up the hahy. Look what you did. You messed up the
"bahy. I had to wash the dishes. I'm sorry I have to wash these.
Bar"bara Jane - (3,2) I don't have a cold. I don't have a cold. ^o. No.
Penny Po - We have two high chairs,
Alex - This is our silver.
Keith - ITow there she is, all ready.
Alex - Yes, he caji. He can have a dish.
Penny Po - Ko, he can't. I'm the person who lives here, aren't I? This is
my "bed, isn't it? (Said twice)
Alex - Did you put a "bathroTae on her? (re: doll) Come on, Ellen, it's time to
go to sleep 'Morning, Penny.
Penny (still pretending to sleep) No, it's a long night.
c* said
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COMI-i'MTS:
(All verlDs in the future tense and in the past tense have "been underlined
for purposes analysis.)
Because Alex is quite a leader in the group and her play activity is apt
to dominate that of other children, it is questionable whether we can place
too much emphasis upon her accomplishment in language or use of it as a hasis
for comparison with the others. There is no douht "but what she has a "broader
use of tense than the other children. And her usage of the future tense,
although occasionally it means the present as far as what she is talking about,
on the whole, tends to indics.te she has more of a time sense as far as ver'bs
are concerned. Whether the other four year olds might have used the futiire
tense if they had talked a little more "brings up another pro"blemI
It is interesting to note that there were only two instances of use of
future tense which were not Alex's: Penny Po: "It will "be awful hard work,"
and Jeremy: "One of us will rock her to sleep." (And in the latter case he
was applying it to a present situation.') It would seem to indicate that three-
year-olds do not have a sense of futurity in wanting to express something
that has not happened yet "but will.
The four-year-olds seem to "be a"ble to use the past tense a little "better.
I "believe they have a clearer sense of its meaning. But here again, it is dif-
ficult to judge, for perhaps the' three year olds actually did not have occasion
to use it. It is very clear from all the o"bservations here, that children
think in terms of the present in their play activity, for the most part. Then,
secondly, comes the sense of the past, and then the sense of the future. Alex
definitely used her ver"b tenses with complete understanding of the meaning. I
think she is pro"ba"bly precocious in this respect.
There is only one conclusion that I could "be sure of here. That is that
the present tense is predominant and that gradually the other tenses are
"built up as maturation and experience progress. It is not fair to say that
Alex is typical of the four-year-olds, for perhaps if she had not "been naturally
dominating the play situation, more conversation giving evidence would have
"been heard from other four year olds or even the three-year-olds.
It is tempting to make further deductions, "but I do not think I ha.ve the
vol"ume of evidence needed to really prove anything further.
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OBSERVATION VI
An O'bservation on a Routine
REST PERIOD
This was an experimental o'bservation to attenrpt to find out as much as
possi"ble about what children do during rest period. It was done with a
particular olsjective in mind: that of determining what might he hetter
teacher techniques for supervising the rest period and also discovering the
effect of group hehavior on the individual's rest period,
Ohservations were taken during the rest periods on Monday, Octoher 30,
Tuesday, October 31, and Wednesday, November 1. Rest period is scheduled for
10:20-10:35, hut this varies according to weather, or other attenuating cir-
cumstances indicating a need for more rest.
Preliminary routine: After Juice, each child puts away her glass, goes
to the "bookshelf, obtains a book, and takes it over to his blanket and sits
diovn and looks at it. They are usually sitting up when looking at the books.
After five minutes, the children return their books to the shelf and lie down
for the remainder of the rest period.
Monday, October 30, 1944
Penny Po (3,10) Got one book, sat down on blanket, started to turn first two
or three pages over. Got up and returned book to shelf, coming back
with a second book.
Keith (3,4) Got book, sat down on blanket, looked at all the pictures quite
intently as he thumbed through the book.
Roger (3,2) Did not bother to get a book. Lay down quietly on blanket and
sucked his thumb. Started to whisper. (Observer could not ascertain
words.
)
Alex (female, 4,5) Got book, lay on stomach, and had elbows propped up and
her hands were supporting her head as she looked at book. Then waved her
right foot around and touched Rudi with her hand to get his attention.
Rudi (3,8) (Looking up at teacher) Has book in front of him and is lying on
his stomach. Notices that one small juice glass has been left on the
table. Spoke out loud: "Who forgot to take the glass?" Then sat up
very straight with his legs crossed in front of him and looked at the
pictures.
Penny Po - "I'm having many." Goes and gets her third book during period
allotted for books. Returns and sits up on her blanket as she looks at
her book,
Elizabeth (3,6) Has been content with her book and sits with her legs crossed
Indian style and quietly enjoys leafing over the pages.
Ellen (4,3) Laid flat on her back holding her book over her chest. Fisted
her right hand over the top of the book and turned the pages over with
her left hand.
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Zermit (4,2) Sat quietly on "blanket with "book down in front of him and turned
the pages over slowly.
Danny (4,4) Sat with hook in his lap and intently looking at pages as he turn-
ed them over. Had legs crossed Indian style.
At the request of the teacher, children returned "books to shelf. The
following is what the children did without their "books, the activity "being
recorded as rapidly as it happened— in the order in which it was o'bserved.
Penny Po - (Looking at teacher to see how much attention she could get)
Said out loud "I had FOUR "books."
Rudi - (Still in sitting position) "^^uiet!"
Alex - (Still half sitting up.) Played with her Teddy Bear. (Was asked "by
teacher to lie down.) Continued to play with Teddy Bear. Lay A.o\m and
continued to play with Teddy Bear a little.
Penny Po - Bent knees up and down, up and down. This was ohviously for at-
tention. Was spoken to "by teacher. Continued activity, so was removed
to rest alone in the office.
Elizabeth - lay down and sucked her finger. Put end of foot on near"by chair.
Was spoken to "by the teacher. Crossed her legs.
Alex - Started to pull out near"by blocks. Was spoken to quietly and individually
"by teacher.
Ellen - Lay on her "back very quietly and took two ho"bhy pins in her hands and
played with them as she tried to hook and unhook them from each other.
Rest of her "body very quiet.
Roger - lay very quietly on his stomach. Vfas very aware of group aroiind him.
Smiled at Kermit. Lifted his head up to look around,
Kermit - Although he was unusually quiet as far as motor activity was concerned,
he relaxed very little mentally. He poked at a piece of red oilcloth
hanging on the easel nearby. He was very aware of the group and watched
the others a good deal. "When I go home I can tell Mummy. She has a
pumpkin put away." "OWW" He and Roger whisper. (Inaudible to abserver)
Danny - Lies very quietly on side. Places head on right arm, elbow of which
is bent. Says nothing but occasionally smiles at anyone whose face
he can see.
Roger - Now kicks blanket off himself, bends left knee and stretches out right
leg straight on blanket under him. His arms remain quiet,, bent elbows
over his head.
Tuesday, October 31, Halloween.
Danny was last to be holding a book when observations were taken. After he
sat and held it in his lap, he got up and put it away.
The Jack-o-lanterns made yesterday were lit for the children to watch during
the rest period.
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Danny - lay on stomach; Put his hands out and in front of him over his head.
Rolled and tossed. Then leaned his head on his right hand, propping it
up with "bent right elhow. Looked around at other children. Quieted down.
Kermit - kept smiling and les-ning his head on hand which propped it up. Lay
on his side; rolled over onto his stomach and kept his head up observing
what other children might do.
Keith - pulled his "blanket way over his head and seemed very oMivious of
what other children might "be doing. Was very quiet. Lay on stomach and
now and then would poke head out to see if he was missing anything.
Rudi - sucked his finger and lay on his left side. Watched the lit pumpkin
very much a"bsorhed in thought. Lay quietly and tapped his foot gently
on the floor in time with music which little children were having in the
other room.
Ellen - lay on her "back with knees in the air; sucked her finger and looked
out the window.
Elizaheth - lay on her "back and waved her feet in the air a little. Then
was very quiet. Then crossed her feet. Took a doll up, whispered to it
and changed its "bathrobe. Then took all clothes off the doll and held
it very quietly as she listened to the music going on in next room.
Barbara Jane (3,3) played with the ends of her sweater. Then lay on her back
with right elbow bent under her head. Moved her head from one side to
the other a little for comfort. Kept looking at Kermit and then whispered
to herself. She was obviously not communicating with anyone but just
enjoying verbalizing to herself in a whisper.
Roger - lay quietly on his stomach. Head faced to left side. Fingers at but
not in his mouth.
Penny Po - with watchful eye on teacher, punched her fists together.
Ellen - pointed with her right hsjad.
Alex - started to play with cradle and rocked foot of it. (Reached over to it.)
As teacher started to approach her quietly, she took her hand away.
Roger - reached over to Kermit and smiled at him. Was covered up again more
securely by the teacher.
Kermit - lies on back with head resting on elbows bent and arms stretched over
his head.
Alex - pulls out a doll blanket which she had evidently previously secretly
concealed in her own rest blanket. Starts to fold it and play with it.
Danny - lies quietly on his stomach. Hands above head. (But down on blanket)
Elizabeth - lies on her back very quietly and meditatively as she sucks her
finger.
Penny Po - lies quietly on her back and then sits up a little. Lies down again.
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Bartara Jane - makes queer "blowing sounds, iDeing very conscious that other
children might enjoy hearing her. Stretches out her arms in the air.
Roger - shuts his eyes and lies very quietly on his stomach.
Sudi - now quietly lies on his stomach. Holds a Teddy Bear; hugs it, lies
on his side.
Keith - lies very quietly and seems ohlivious to others,
Alex - alert to other children, she pokes her lips and makes funny noises in
attempt to esta"blish successful communication with anyone she can.
Kermit - continues to poke anything within near reach of him.
Wednesday, Novemher 1, 1944
Hurdy Gxirdy played to the children as they lay on their blankets
.
Danny - Lay on hack quietly with hands down to sides, and moved a little.
Roger - Lay on chest and was almost asleep. Wonderful relaxation. Hands down
to sides, and was lying in sort of axx L shaped position on side during
rest.
Kermit - Very quiet; la^'- on hack. Turned head to one side now and then. Right
hajid outstretched and other hand on chest. Played with his fingers and
wiggled them "back and forth,
Alex - Lay on hack and left side after that. Moved very little. Leaned her
head on hand, (propped up hy hent elhow)
.
Appeared to listen to Hurdy
Gurdy's music very intently. Watched other children very little. Rolled
over on her hack, and then on her side. Then went over on her stomach
and put face down on hlanket. Moved her feet around now and then and
seemed very independent of other children.
Blizaheth - Lay on her hack. Sucked the thmh of the right hand while she
used her left hand to play with a curl of her hair. Was absolutely quiet
otherwise. Then put feet up in the air and started to sway hack and forth
to the music very slightly.
Keith - Lay on stomach. Bent elhow of right arm and put heed on it, faced to
left.
Penny Ph - (4,1) Fooled at first. Tried to see how much attention she could
attract from the other children, hy smiling sjid whispering, and looking
at them as she kept poking her head up ahove them. Rested, lying on
stomach with head propped up hy arms, elhows heing hent. Moved her feet
hack and forth, laterally. Looked around at other children as she
quieted down a little.
Ellen - Lay on her hack with her knees up and hent. Was very quiet. Actually
shut her eyes as she listened to the music. Then hent her elhows and put
her hands to her face. Then turned on her side, sucked her thumh, and
closed her eyes again. Appeared quite relaxed.
Barhara Jane - Wiggled feet and turned head from side to side. Whispered and
oi
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smiled. Q;uieted down. From lying on "back flat position, she bent her
knees up and played with her hands—wiggling her fingers.
Cort - Wonderftilly quiet and relaxed. Lay on stomach with head facing to left.
(Had "been well wrapped up in his "blanket hy teacher). Pounded his feet
on the floor a little, , started to make noises with his mouth. Quieted
down again. Wiggled his feet a little. Q;uietly verbalized to himself.
Again quieted down.
Rudi - Seemed to listen intently. Lay on "back with knees up and bent. Watch-
ed other children a lot. Turned over and lay on chest with head turned
toward the left.
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coMi.aasrTs on observations
Scientifically speaking, this experiment in securing evidence on rest
could not "be considered courplete. In the first place the "book period was not
continued during the second and third days as an observation. It was not
particularly significant on Tuesday and Wednesday, as the attenuating cir-
cumstances of the pumpkin lantern on Tuesday and the Hurdy-Gurdy on Wednesday
took the significant place of influence on the rest period. The o'bserver was
not on hand for that as the wash period was still in effect for some. The
ideal situation would have "been to have covered the "book period for the three
days to get a parallel situation for purposes of comparison as to its effect.
Another point in regard to the observing technique was that the observer
was viewing the rest situation from three planes: the motor activity involved,
the socializing activity evident, and the group- individual relationship. It
was felt it would he more worthwhile to treat the children not totally as in-
dividuals hut rather get an overall picture of the child's consciousness of
the group, his most common motor activities, and look into the factor of
socialization which was present and see what lay behind it.
Thus the technique was really to observe the whole group at once, NOT
with the hope of getting down every minute movement in any of the three planes,
but rather getting the general trend of the children as a group, as they rested.
In this way, the observer felt a better understanding could be had than would
be obtained by individual categorized observations. For in the latter, no
allowance is made for social interaction.
Granted that the observer is not able to claim that everything every
child did every second was recorded, but rather put down all the significant
actions observed in the group as rapidly as they could be noted, there were
certain factors regarding rest which the observations brought out. They seem
very important when one considers all that went on during the rest period.
1. The motor activity showed marked similarity from child to child. This
indicates to me that the moving about in certain positions surely must be an
aid to relaxation, much as the teacher dislikes to see it. Putting the knees
up while lying on the back was very common, for example, or resting the head
on the arms, another. It was very evident from watching these children that
they were really relaxing while engaged in motor activity, as much as they were
when absolutely still. I do not imply they shoixld be wiggling all the time
to relax, but releasing the pent up tension and energy was really a relaxing
method as far as the children were concerned.
2. Speaking to a child individually or eyeing him quietly was a far more
effective method of securing cooperation then asking him to be quiet in front
of the whole group,
3. Ignoring a child's play for attention helped more than telling her
not to do such-and-such a thing. If the child is persistent, isolation is
best as far as the total group benefit is concerned.
4. A focus of attention (such as the lit jack-o-lanterns) is helpful in
getting a quiet rest period. Although the children did not obviously all watch
the jack-o-lantern one could tell from their expressions that their thoughts
were on other things than themselves and " what- to-do-with- their-hands-and-
feet". That is, even if the object they look at does not stop all communication
and movement of limbs, it DOES serve to take their thoughts off themselves and
quiets the children.
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5. Music is a tremendous relexer. The children had their "best rest period
while listening to the Hurd-Gurdy on Wednesday-. Cort, one of the "biggest rest
pro'blens, was doing reinarka"bly well. Usually he goes through a terrific seige
of motor activity and never quiets dov/n, "but the music evidently had a pro-
nounced effect on him Wednesday,
6. Books are excellent as a transition from the eating to the rest period,
"but one should "be careful not to have the confusion of having the children get
them and put them away out do their good effects. I think in the case of
Penny Po who was allowed to get a fourth book, that its effect on the group was
not favora"ble enough to warrant the confusion that the gratification of her
wants caused,
7. The teacherfe attitude has a tremendous effect on the children's rest.
If she communicates with the children as little as possi"ble it does more good
than running around every minute to get a'bsolute quiet. Letting things happen
and take care of themselves is often a "better policy than always trying to con-
trol every situs-tion that arises. Yet firmness and consistency are important.
It was "best, for example, that Penny Po "be isolated. Even though one regrets
she got the attention, it was "better for the group that she be taken owt and
then once isolated she could be ignored, which was what was needed in her ca.se.
To read over these observations one would think we just didn't have AKY
rest for the children at the nursery school! However, it must be remembered
that the observer only got dovm what the children DID do and not all the things
they didn't do which meant they really were quiet a good deal of the time.
The idea was to get a look at all they did do with a view' to seeing what type
of thing it was and how best it should be handled.
I was amazed at how group conscious these children all are. Therefore I
think that if the teacher can have a certain firmness and quietness in her
manner and influence and majority of the group, that gradually the non-con-
formists will cooperate. It was pretty obvious that a child never got fun out
of communication unless there was enough social interaction to make it worth-
while. Thus the general group behavior was of such conformity that communication,
(laughing, smiling, etc.) really did not go very far in disorganizing the whole
group, I felt this to be very true when watching these children. Uotice how
they had to fiddle with thingrs because they did not often get far enough by
trying to arouse their playmates. It is a sign of progress, even if not
perfectionJ
,
Spotted as the actual record of events appears, I think I got a better
understanding of what goes on in a rest period by having tried the experiment.
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OBSERVATION VII
EELATIONSHIP OP CHILDEEN WITH ADULTS IMOLVING COMPAUIOUSKIP*
Taken Monday, Novem"ber 6, 1944 (9:20-11:20 A, M.
)
Alex - (4,5) Look what I'm making. Miss HotlDie
MH. Yes, Alex
Alex - Look how I do it. Miss Hobtie, when it comes up out of the paint it
goes like this. (Referring to "brush she was using—at easel)
Cort - (to MH) What am I making? It's a window airplane. I paint on the
(3,4)yellow paint. (Referring to easel "board)
ME. Yes, T3ut we paint on the white paper, Cort. (Cort complies)
Rudi - (3,8) This is gonna "be a "big picture, isn't it? (to MH)
Cort - (to MH) Is this enough?
MH. Yes, it's enough if you want to stop painting.
Rudi - I'm not getting my hands very dirty, am I? (to HB)
HB - Ho, Rudi
Alex - Neither am I (shows HB her hands)
Rudi - I'm all through
Alex - I didn't spill any, did I, Miss HotlDie? (to HB): That isn't paint,
it? (points to spot on floor)
HB - No, that's a little hole in the floor.
Alex - (to Rudi) That's a little hole in the floor.
Alex - We'll win the war. We'll win the war. We'll kill you (looks at MB)
We'll kill you (looks at MH) (all said in sing-song fashion)
Alex - Miss Hohbie, is that enough?
MH* If you think it is. ^e still have lots of white paper. You paint until
you have a pretty picture,
MH* Hello, Elizabeth
Elizabeth (3,6) - Hello
MH - Would you like to paint?
(Elizabeth stands and looks around.)
Cort - (trying to put wooden trains together. Miss Hobbie, is this the way?
(turning to HB) Is this the way?
HB - Yes, that's right.
*Abbreviations: MH, teacher
HB, myself
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MH - (to Cort as she watches him with trains) I was on a train last night and
we had to move "backward in order to "back into the station.
Cort - Where did you goT
MH - I went home.
Cort - Miss Hohbie, it's hacking out (Moves trains along the floor)
Alex - (working on hammer "bed.. looks up at HB) Did you see that? (puts in peg)
HE - Yes, Alex, I did.
Alex - This is the same color as this. When I put the yellow one in it came
out like that. Out came the red again. Out csiae the green again. Watch
me pull this out.
HB - Yes, that's fun, isn't it? (Watches Alex at work)
MH - (turning to Barbara Jane (3,3) who has "been standing watching Alex)
Barljara Jane, would you like to use the other knock-out "bench?
Bar'bara Jane - Yes. Goes over while MH gives it to her. Plays with it.
Cort - (has "been pounding nails, or rather pulling them out of "block)
Miss Ho'bbie, I got one nail out all myself. This is the tool.' Shows HB.
(to HB) May I do this on the floor?
HB - Yes.
MH* Cort, we do that on the "bench. (HB explained had given Cort permission to
work on floor)
MH - (to HB and Cort) We can hammer (on the hammer "beds) on the floor, "but we
work with nails on the "bench. (Cort very willingly gets up and goes to
"bench to work)
Penny Ph - (turning to HB) He's a dillar, a dollar, isn't he? (referring to
Kermit (4,2) who has just come in late)
HB (smilingly) Yes, Penny.
Cort* (Still pulling out nails) Miss Hoh'bie, I press up. (He could not get the
nail out) (Came over to BB)
HB - Would you like me to help you?
Cort - Yes.
HB - (after just starting the nail out a little way) There.. now you can get it
out the rest of the way yourself.
Cort* (Turns to o"bserver with a "big grin on his face and much pride) I got iti
Jeremy - (3,11) (Turns smilingly to MH) I put some(paint) under here. (Shows
her where he put "big da"b of paint on sheet under his painting)
HB - (Got Kleenex aiid wiped Cort's nose) Do you want to put this in the "basket
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please Cort (Gave him Kleenex) (Cort holds Kleenex) "No No NO." says Cort
and giggles.
HB - Laughs with him, saying, Yes, Yes, Yes.
Alex - Throw it on the floor, Cort. (Cort throws it)
HB* (Ahandoning the companionship technique) Well, Cort, if you're not old
enough to pick things up you'd "better go to your locker. (HB takes Cort
firmly "by the hand toward locker, hut he picks up Kleenex immediately on
the way) Puts Kleenex in the "basket.
MH - (to Cort) who has "been standing around idle and rather restless) Are
you going to have tea? Will you "bring me a cup of tea? (Cort soon gets
into tea ta"ble activity)
MH* Looking at Danny's picture.
Danny - They're clouds.
MH - Are they all clouds? fied, and green, and yellow, and purple? (Points to
a "big light hlue space on the painting) What's that?
Danny - That's the sun shining,
Cort - (doing puzzle) Miss Hoh"bie, I'm doing it all myself.
HB - (MH is way across room) Isn't that nice. Did YOU do that all yourself?
Cort - (gleefully) Yes! (picking up another piece) Where does this go?
HB - See if you can find where it goes,
Elizabeth - (looking up from her puzzle) (to HB, smilingly) I did this all my-
selfl
HB - Good, Eliza"beth
Cort - Miss Hohhie, where does this go?
MH - See if you can put it in.
(Cort finishes the puzzle) Miss Hoh"bie, look what I did. Look what I did. Miss
Hohhie!
MH* Now, you do it again all hy yourself, (said in tone of praise and enthusiasm)
Jeremy - ( to HB) It's snowing, (looks out window)
HB - (enthusiastically) Yes, the flakes look higger now, don't they?
Jeremy - Yes, and that's hecause they're coming down slower.
(Shows painting he has heen doing to HB) This is the smoke and this is
the engine. And I'm making a hell, a different kind of a hell. All the
others are the same hut this is a "bell.
Elizaheth - ( to HB, who is helping her in the wash room) (Soaps her hands and
makes a lather) Gleefully: Wouldn't it he nice if soap were clay and our
eyes were wooly?
HB - Yes, that would he funny, wouldn't it?
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(story period) Since Monday was the first snow of the season, story period
was devoted to having the children tell about what they saw when they woke up
and also to watching out of the window at the rain and the snow.
(Children are watching out window)
HB - Do you see the leaves on that tree out there?
Keith - They're all gold "because it's going to he winter. That's a pretty tree.
HB - What did you see when you looked out the window this morning, Rudi?
Rudi - One day I saw a "big "big "brush and it was going round and round. . the
street clesjier, . .and I saw snowfla,kes falling down on the grass. (This
told to HB with great interest.)
Penny Ph - (interrupts excitedly) My snowflelces were the prettiest ones and they
fell on a spider weh!
Cort - (enthusiastically) I saw a daddy long legs and it was a great "big one
and you can see caterpillars too.
Eudi - (excitedly) And when we went to Beverly Oaks(?) we saw a snake. A great
"big snake.
Cort - And when the snow comes down the clouds come down to get it and take
it "back up again. I see it coming.
Eudi - I see a "big tree and a "big "branch cut off.
(Uote: All comments were made to HB with much enthusiasm and desire on
part of children for attention, friendliness, and sharing of ex-
perience. An effort was made "by HB not to talk "but to show interest
through facial expression and just ask a question or so to get the
children started. The children talked so rapidly that not all comments
could "be recorded, especially since sharing with the children was
the main ©"bjective rather than gettingdown every word they said.)
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GENERAL COMMENTS:
-
In seeking to learn of the companionship "between ad\ilts and the children,
I found maxiy factors which I "believe are pertinent to the estahlishment of
a friendly, sympathetic understanding "between the adult and the child.
As I read over the foregoing o"bservations with their frequent parenthetical
remarks such as "enthusiastically", "with glee", "turning to HB or MH" , etc.
I only wish that more could "be put on paper. I felt that the most significant
factor of all had to "be left out as soon as the o"bservations went into writing.
And this is TOIIE OF VOICE (of hoth teachers and children) and PACIAl EXPEESSIOH.
Somehow I felt this very strongly as I o'bserved and took down what was said
and done. All these o"bservations seem dull in writing, and yet as I took them
I had the fun of SEEING facial expressions and discerning the effects of a
friendly, understanding, interested tone of voice. The effect of a child turn-
ing to you and saying, "Look what I did" or just looking up at you and expound-
ing something just thought "by him is so full of this element of companionship
that when the words reach paper half its strength is gone!
Notice how often the children seek recognition and attention in what they
do. This is not to "be despaired of, for I "believe it is perfectly normal.
It shows a seeking of comradeship and sharing of experience. It is a way of
their attaining assurance and security in the school situation. I wish you
could have seen the expression on Cort's face when he finally pulled the nail
out of the "block the rest of the way himself. When he turned "back to me and
said "I got it" I realized how very important the adult's interest and attitude
is in esta"blishing a friendly relation of confidence and trust with the children.
He was so happy to "be a"ble to report his feelings and that is so important
for children at this age. Indeed they can report them to each other, "but there
is a special glow of pride and assurance an adult's interest can give the children,
which cannot "be supplied "by his contemporaries, since the competitive factor
is so strong at this age.
I think there is a delicate stopping point at which companionship must "be
replaced "by an attitude of 8.uthority and for that reason I have included the
incident of Cort and the Kleenex to show how the two differ and how one had
to give way to the other, I "believe that was a situation in which I should
have avoided the companionship technique even earlier than I did. In the first
place I gave him a way out when I said, "Do you want to put that in the "basket,
please, Cort?" in a very gentle, friendly tone which really said in effect,
"Are you or are you not going to want to do this?" and thus he would naturally
choose just what way he knev/ was not what was wanted] I made the mistake of
giving Cort an alternativei
—
just "by the tone of my voice at the start, so he
got one jump ahead of me.
From the foregoing incidents observed I found that through this relation-
ship with the 'adult (or teachers, as it was in this case) children find and
answer to these needs:
1, Need for recognition as an individual
2. Need for appreciation
3. Need for sharing of activity
4, Need for expression of their feelings
5. Need for social approval
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6. Need for
activity
help(when necessary for continuance of
they are wanting to master.)
7. Need for prestige
8. Need for group adjustment
9. Need for understanding
X« C C X \J J, c VTUDfl t.VlV
Each one of these needs has its place and proper proportion in relation
to the others. It is up to the adult, through the attitude, facial expression,
tone of voice, actions, and gestures, to ascertain the kind of relationship
her companionship will result in and carry out the type of guidance which will
most ahly serve the needs of the child. Each of the foregoing needs has its
place sometime, and that depends entirely upon the situation at hand. And if
the adult has an awareness of the many needs of the child which are "best
answered "by companionshi-p he is not only helping the child, "but also is setting
up a certain rapport and making way for a wonderful relationship of the child
to him . The child does not think of him in terms of "don'ts" and "musts" "but rather
in terms of "friend" "fun" "someone who helps me" etc. It is a two-way process
—
this companionship—and it is inadequate unless it works "both ways!
Companionship is one segment of the adult's relationship and authority is
another. They must work hand in hand. The former sets up trust, good fun,
friendliness, the latter such things as respect, regard for "limits" in activity,
and rights of the group. Companionship covers many needs. It is intangi"ble.
It is fotind in quantities minute or large,, in a smile, a nod, a cheerful laugh,
a few words of praise, a facial expression that says, "yes, I love to do tha,t
too", in silence, in listening and watching, in doing things together, in giving
praise and encouragement, in the adult's enjoyment of the children's activities,
etc. I found glimpses of it so fleeting they were "beyond recording, for they
were not in words,, "but in voice or facial expression or slight gesture. But
it was there , and one could sense its vast significance in the life of the
child.
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OBSERVATION VIII
(Observation on an Emotion)
SVIDENCE OF AUGER
This observation was taken on Friday, November 17, 1944 from 9:30-11:30 A.M.
Keith (3,4) (He and Alex are both playing together with hammer bed)
(Alex 4,5) takes one of the pegs.
"I want it. I WANT IT] (Reaches excitedly for peg and raises
his Voice in agitated tone.)
(He and Alex calm down as teacher suggests turns.)
Cort (3,4) (To Biffy 3,3) (Biffy gets interested in Cort's block garage
and starts to get in it)
"No! NO I HE can't come in here! That's mine I That's mine!
(Said in a very agitated tone of voice.. got quite excited and
disturbed.
)
Teacher spoke quietly to Biffy. . ."Well, Biffy, why don't you
start building one of your own if Cort doesn't want you in
his?"
Biffy, quite satisfied, starts one of his own.
Penny Po (3,11)
:
During music period while Mrs. Friberg was having the group sing some songs,
Penny Po got disinterested and started to take out some seeds she had in her
pocket and put them out in a row.. over in another part of the room, a little
ways from the music circle. Pretty soon Alex (evidently) crept over to see
what she was doing. Neither Mrs. F. or I actually saw them until Penny start-
ed to cry and then scream, that is we did not see what had happened. Going
over to see what was up we saw Penny had evidently put out her seeds she had
and Alex was picking some of them up for herself. (All of this had been going
on while the rest of us were quite absorbed in our music period.)
Penny cried hard ejid talked in between (inaudibly to me.) She kicked her feet
and kept on crying hard. Mrs. Friberg explained that it was still music time
and her seeds belonged in her pocket. She continued to cry and was removed
from the room to sit in her locker. Her crying continued for ten or fifteen
minutes, but when she returned to the playroom later it was a new grief she
was crying over. The doll that she had brought to school and supposedly left
in her locker (where she had been sent to sit) had been mislaid. She had kept
complaining to Mrs. Friberg something about wanting "Penny" (as she continued
to cry.) Finally I happened to see her doll in the crib in the playroom and
gave it to her. She quieted down right away.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The olaservation lasted for two hours and the foregoing were the only-
instances of anger I could discern in the children's activity. There were
several instances I would call "tense moments" when a child might tell another
child to "give it here" or what she should do in a play activity, TDut not
what I would call real anger. The instances of Cort, Keith, and Penny were
real outbursts of emotion.
I think there was good reason for such little actual anger on this
particular morning. Both Miss Hohbie and I noticed that the voices of the
children were excited and they kept raising them a little more and a little
louder as they got keyed up over their activities. Time and time again either
one of us would say "quiet voices inside" or "so-and-so, keep your voice down,"
We would say this to them individually more than collectively so that each
child would get the idea th8,t HIS voice made a difference—that it was import-
ant that each one keep his voice quieter inside. I noticed that Just keeping
their voices down did a great deal more than Just make less confusion vocally.
It prevented these tense situations which ultimately emerge in anger from
occuring. I cited many an instance where I could see that anger could easily
have resulted if the tension in voices had been given reign.
I learned much about group behavior on this particular morning that
seemed to come alive from the pages of theory I had read about it, in the
past. As soon as one or two people raise their voices in a group the interaction
gets started and it is transmitted to others tintil finally the situation comes
to a crisis and anger or someother emotional pattern emerges. From watching
these children, I have decided that the time to cure anger is not after it
appears but before it gets a start . The upgrade of the wave of excitement
that starts is the time to catch it. That is, I believe that the majority of
situations causing anger csji be diverted or detoured very successfully if the
nursery school teacher senses the onset of the difficulty and steps in,
time. One way is by keeping the voices quiet. Another way might apply more
in outdoor play where voices have more freedom and that is to avert trouble
by mere action— taking the child away or giving the toy to the one to whom
it belongs. Most cases of mere physical action are more applicable to the
two-year-old whose reasoning powers and comprehension is not advanced enough
for too much explaining. Calm, quiet warning or suggestion work wonders in
the play yard. A positive approach to the situation may avett an argument.
I do not mean to imply that teachers should run around preventing things
for the children. Things happen so fast in a group of children that naturally
anger, and various outbursts of emotion come before we ever see the cause or
notice their onset. However, if one can be on the alert enough, the number
of these instances can be reduced. We are bound to find crises is any group
of children, but subtle cure on the upgrade of the wave of anger before it
reaches its crest and breaks, is what is important.
In the foregoing instances, I do not think we could have diverted them
very well. They came so quickly. In the cases of Keith and Cort the situation
cajne very quickly, but I felt that Just the word or two at that instant of
outburst had the effect of prolonging the sitiiation or getting more children
into it. (And how four year olds love to take "sides". With the child and
against the teacheri ) In the case of Penny, however, it would have ruined the
behavior of the whole group for Mrs. Friberg or I to go over and drag Penny
back into the group— even if we had noticed her sooner-outside the circle.
Ii
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She is an attention-craver anyway, and that would have been Just what she
wanted. However, when she did get angry and got Alex into it too, it was
necesBeiry that she he removed in order to maintain the greatest good for the
greatest number and also not to have to give Penny extra attention.
The handling of group behavior is a subtle process with many intangible
factors that add up to be very influential when one takes them into consider-
ation as a whole. So much of the children's behavior can be very markably
influenced by a mere technique of the teacher, that it is up to us to foresee
situations and look to the causes before we can set down our own theories of
treatment for the children's actions.
In the case of anger and its control, I believe that if a child is handled
properly when very young, he can learn to completely control a terrific temper.
And such learning can last a life time. More is up to the teacher, parent,
or adult than anyone else. It is up to them to set the standard. If it is
not set high enough, or too much leniency is given, the child does not learn
the necessity for controling himself. And it is in the early pre-school years
that the RIGHT habits can be established. Later on it becomes harder to re-
learn, or rather Tinlearn.
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OBSEEVATICN IX
Evidence of Imaginative Thinking Pound- During
Creative Phases of Nursery School Program.
This ohservation is for the purpose of "bringing to light the conversational
elements of a creative nature which occur during the course of such activities
as painting (at easel), hlock play, clay work, doll corner play, and play with
* Street's newly acquired toy telephone.
Observations were taken on the following dates:
Wednesday, Hovemher 22, 1944 from 9:45-10:00 P.M.
Konda5% Novemher 27, 1944 from 9:30-10:15
Tuesday, NovemlDer 28, 1944 from 9:10-10:10
Clay Activity (11/22/44)
Alex (4,5) I've got more than you have. I've got one, two, three, four,
five, six, seven, eight. I've got eight. You've only got
seven. I got eight angleworms.
Penny Ph- (4,1) I'm gonna eat my sausage. (Proceeds to roll her clay
sausages)
Cort (3,4) I'm gonna eat this I (Holds up his angleworm)
Penny Po- (3,11) I'm making angleworms. Those are angleworms and those
are eight.
Painting Activity (11/27/44)
Penny Po- (To Mrs. z=zz=r=) This is all the colors, isn't it?
I'm making a snovnnan.
(11/28/44)
Ellen (4,2) That's a grove. (Points to her painting.)
Penny Ph- I'm gonna telephone Georgie and tell him a story ahout something.
(Leaves painting and goes to telephone) "Hello, I'm gonna tell
you a story."
Keith (3,4) I'm gonna make a "big "bad wolf and then he'll eat you up...
And then he'll eat "both of me vp. Can I have the red after
you. Penny?
Eudi (3,8) (Gives Roger (3,3) a little piece of paper he has "brought from
home. It is a piece of a commercial picture puzzle and he
carries it in a gorgeous morrocco purse he has lugged to school
with many pieces of the cut-out puzzle in it).
Here, you can take it home and paint it.
y
IX-^lO 19.
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Radi- (Now passes one of the pieces of picture puzzle to Alex)
Alex- Thank you, Rudi.
Rudi- (To Penny Ph) Hey, Phil, what you think I'm gonna give you?
Penny Ph- A Nickel?
Rudi- No. No, just for good children.
Penny Ph- I'm very good.
Alex- (To Rudi) You're giving everything away Just 'cuz you're at school
Alex- Oh, Rudi, you're such a kind hoy. (Said in an amazingly sincere
and kindly, affectionate tone—most unusual for Alex's tone of voice.)
Keith- (To observer) Look at my picturel
Chserver- Do you want to tell me ahout it? (Smiling approval etc.)
Keith- It's a hig had wolf. Oh, I don't like painting but this is gonna
be a big bad wolf.
Block Play (11/27/44)
(Also includes play with painted wooden animals that stand tqp.)
(MeJcing a barnyard)
Rudi- No, that's a calfie. It goes with its mother. Now I need birds to
go with my Daddy Dack.
Roger- (looking up at observer) I had a nice Thanksgiving.
Rudi- The piggies go in the barn. No that's not the pigeon coup. Don't
mess up my farm. No, duckies don't. Piggies do and horses do. The
ducks stay out. We don't need the duck.
Roger- (to Rudi) ¥e're building a house, aren't we?
Rudi- No, that's not a house. That's a field. You should make it more wider.
Cort- (3,4) It falls into the water and I fished it out. (Ha.s been making
bridge and running toy auto back and forth over it.)
Roger- My cellar was clogged up and look at the water coming up.
Cort- (3,4) This is the bridge where the cars go. They go way into the
water.
Roger- Oh, the flood's going in the house.
Rudi- Look, that's a nice path for chickens. I know cuz I went in a pony.
And the pony went out in the pasture.
Roger- We need all these in the flood, don't we?
Rudi- No, not that. Not that. We don't wsjat those in the flood.
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Roger- (starts using toy carpet sweeper—"brings it over as part of the
flood scene).
Eudi- Trains don't go In houses, do they?
Cort- Do these go in here?
Doll Carriage Pley s-nd Doll Corner Play
Penny Ph- First put that on and then we put this nice pad on.
Barbara Jane (Bj) (3,3) (Sitting at little tahle with dishes) This is the
"bahy ' s "breakfas t
.
Hancy (4,0) I'm gonna have tea
BJ- Oh, we forgot a plate for ours. Oh, you've gotta go to bed. We're
gonna have our supper.
Nancy- Let's have milk, shall we? (Both BJ and Hancy drink from cups.)
Hancy- (however answers,) Uo. I already have some.
Block Play (later)
Alex- (4,5) (Later comes over to "barnyard scene. Plays with animals and
"blocks.) Christmas time is coming.
Clay Activity (11/22/44)
Eudi- I'm makin' a choo choo train
Eudi- I'm goin' with you at the same Hotel in Hew York. I'm gonna, hide
there.
Ellen- (to Eudi) Let's go hide there from BJ. (BJ is sitting at clay
table with Eudi and Ellen)
BJ- I'm going with you,
Ellen- (Holding up her clay-) Look at the big cske.
Danny- I'm going in the Harvard Army (Dannie's father is an Army officer
stationed at Harvard.)
Other Activity
While Danny was having me help him take off his snowsuit, he said to me,
"I wrote a letter to Mimmie and I wrote it and it's going to be mailed in the
mailbox.
"
Later in the morning while he was painting he looked up at me and said
exactly the same thing.
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GENERAL COMTIEIITS
The most significant fact that came to light as a resn.lt of these ohserva-
tions is that children at this age level (three and four years old) seem to
indtilge not only in creative thinking which is an outgrowth of the materials
they are playing with but also may "be thinking of something entirely different
from what they are doing and then play out their thoughts "by verbalizing aloud.
As a practicsJ. illustration of this, tek:e the instance of clay activity and the
conversation that was carried on "by Ellen, Barbara Jane, and Danny., (on page
3). Unfortunately the observer was not able to catch the whole story about
going to a New York hotel. Rudi had evidently made several introductory comments
on the subject before I got to the clay corner to catch the rapid exchange of
thoughts. It was evident that Rudi had probably had experience at home which was
the nucleus of his thoughts, but I was quite surprised to see how imaginatively
the children built up the idea of hiding at the hotel and taking each other in,
to enjoy their experience. And yet all this time they were playing with clay!
Take the first clay experience on page 1 and notice that in marked contrast
the children are again very imaginative but they are imagining things in relation
to what they are doing. It all seemed to grow out of the actual things they
were forming out of the clsy. We get the same contrast in the painting activity
—
both the related imaginative thinking and the non-related imaginative thinking,
as we notice that even though the children still continue to paint, the whole
tangent of Rudi and the little pieces of paper he passes out goes right along.
Alex was busily painting when she told Rudi he was giving things away just be-
cause he was at school! Other illustrations are wnen Alex looked up and talked
about Christmas, and especially when Danny told me about the letter writing
experience he had. Not only while we were getting his snowsuit off in the morn -
ing but later on, in the "clear blue sky" he looked up from his painting and told
me the experience again. It proves to me that the children at this age are highly
imaginative in their thinking. Also experiences that they have REGISTER with
them and are not forgotten. The wa;^'' they ponder over things is not always done
right as things happen, but many times it is some time afterward. There must
be a gradual building up of concepts and then I suppose when a child is form-
ulating associations and concepts, what we hear in the way of imaginative think-
ing is UNDEP.STANDIITG IN THE EI-BRYO. It seems no exaggeration to believe tha,t
when Danny told me about tha,t experience of mailing a letter, he was forming an
association of the v/riting and me.iling of it. I have not the slightest doubt
but what he had actually learned that letters got mailed, or at least had gotten
hold of some idea and was working it out to the point of understanding in his
mind. I could see from the expression on his face that that experience had
made a big impression on him—especially since he spoke of it to me a second
time. His wording was slightly inaudible to me and I could not catch exactly
what he said—whether the letter was ma.iled, would be mailed, or whether he mail-
ed it. Some may ask, "Is this imaginative thinking?" I would answer "Yes".
I don't think the relating of the simple experience itself alone could be
categorized as imaginative thinking but the fact ths.t it was used in relation
to "thinking out" and "talking out" the experience indicated imaginative think-
ing. That is, it results in a "MTAL SYNTHESIS" - as Webster describes imagin-
ation. That is what Danny was forming.
In conclusion I would venture to suggest one very strong feeling that came
to me from watching two play scenes: on page 2 in brackets-notice Cort's
imagining of rushing water and Roger's sudden inspiration of the flood in the
barnyard. I think Roger was intrigued by Cort's rushing water under the bridge
and Cort's intense sensing of it aloud must have influenced Eoger's ideas.
Possibly it might not have had any effect on it, but the fact that Cort was right
near Roger playing-and the social interaction that was present makes me feel
there was a desire to share an imaginative idea.
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To summarize the main findings:
1. Imagine-tion accompanies creative activities "both as an
Integral part and as a completely separate tinit-more like a
tangent-which cones suddenly-way off the sulDject,
2. Imagination runs Just short of fancy in that it involves
formulation of mental syntheses and is a part of the learn-
ing process.
3. It allows for "playing out" ideas in order to ultimately
get to a synthesis.
4. It may or may not include social interaction on the part
of the children.
5. It is influenced "by social interaction-expanded, criticized,
or praised.
6. A vast amount of insight into home activities and the learn-
ing process of a child can "be gained hy analyzing the im-
aginative thinking of a child.
IV
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OBSERVATIOIT X
Classification of Children's Conversation According to Piaget's Categories
(This observation is an attempt to experiment in culling material
to "be used ultimately in the illustrating of the "basic theories of
children's speech. As many instances as could he found in the two
hours are recorded. Only those illustrative of one of Piaget's
classifications were taken into consideration.)
Ohservation taken on Monday, Decemher 4 and Tuesday, Decemher 5,
from 9:30 to 10:30
(PAET I EGO-CENTEIC SPEECH)
REPETITION
Keith- Shoo goes the coal. Shoo goes the coal. (Says this as many as a
dozen times while putting dirt in and out of truck.)
MONOLOGUE
Cort-(3,4) (half singing half talking) (Is playing alone, apart from group
with some "blocks.) Old King Cole was a merry ol' sole and a Merry
old soul was he.
Penny Ph- (4, lO) (Climhs hy herself on lar^hox outdoors) I'm gonna take
care of the little bahy so it won't get killed. And I would take
it home and give it a nice clean didy "because at home we have nice
clean things. All "babies should be protected, I think. So I'll put
on it a nice clean clean didy and put it to bed.
COLUECTIVE MONOLOGUE
Alex (4,5) I tried to make my najne but it ran.
Danny (4,4) I have purple
Keith (3,4) I'm gonna make a big high tunnel and then it will fall dovm.. ,
I know it is gonna be awfully full. Now I'm gonna knock it down.
Penny Ph (4,1) Those are baby flies and that's the big mother fly. Fathers
are home. Aren't some fathers home. (Question not directed at any-
one nor did she want an answer.
)
Rudi (3,8) Here we go under the bridge. Here we go under the bridge.
Keith (3,4) I'm gonna make flyin' trucks.
(PART II SOCIALIZED SPEECH)
ADAPTED INFORMATION
Rudi (3,8) Monday Tuesday Wednesday Friday Saturday (Said looking at other
children intently trying to teach them, so to speak— to tell them
that was the way to say the days of the week.
)
Penny Po (3,ll) That's much more easier, , isn't it. Miss Hobbie?
I
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ADAPTED INFORMATION (cont.)
Danny (4,4) You're "beside me, aren't you? (Penny answers, "Yes.")
Keith- We had a party tonight, didn't we? (Said to another child.)
Nancy (4,0) See, I have one more (Showing other children.)
Jeremy- (3,ll) (Running over to show Danny his paper chain) I have ten (loops)
Alex- Mine's gonna he fourteen strips. All mine's gonna be is orange
and purple.
Penny Po- One, two three, four five, six, seven. Seven. I have seven.
(Definitely counts in exhibitionist fashion, and comment directed
to as many children who would listen as possible.)
(Later Penny counts to eleven in the saae manner.)
CRITICISM
•Jeremy - (to another child) Mine is better than yours.
Keith- (while playing train with blocks) Green light. No, No, we don't
do that I (Said to another child who is playing with faim, in his
activity.
)
COMl^ANDS, REQUESTS and THREATS
REQUEST:
Ellen- (4,3) Get a longest one so he can put it on. (Regarding
block play)
COMMAND:
Ellen- You get outta. the way cuz I'm comin' through, (to another
child)
THREAT (Alex—from an earlier observation)
We're gonna come in here at night and burn the whole school down
and burn you up and break all the toys. (Said to me.)
Keith- (Response to request to be quiet in rest) I'm gonna eat you
up I'm gonna eat you up.
QUESTIONS
Alex- Can you see my name? (Refers to name on painting.)
(She wanted an answer.)
ANSWERS
(None found during observation period, but these are most frequent, usually.)
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In recording the foregoing olsservations, the question arises as to which
category the speech of the child might 'he appropriate for, "because the shading
and differentiation is very close in many cases. Often the same sentence could
"belong in two different categories, depending upon the WAY the sentence W8S used
or spoken "by the child. On paper, some of the sentences which have "been classi-
fied as ego-centric look very socialized, "but I have used one criterion for de-
ciding which category the sentences "belong in: the WAT I felt the child meant
the sentence. If the child speaks a communicative idea "but has no intention of
malcing the idea known to his nlaymates or doesn't care whether anyone hears him
or not, then the category ap"olica"ble will "be one of the ego-centric types of
speech. This factor of actual visualization of the psychological reactions of
the children and facial expression, gestures, and all the things that are so
tremendously important in making a decision is LOST when one merely views the
words in writing. For this reason, along with some of the o'bservations, com-
ments have "been inserted in explanatory fashion to indicate HOW the words were
said. For only when that is answered can one get an accurate shading of
classification—ajid even then the categories are closely merged and overlap in
some insta,nces.
Taking the information culled in the two hours, I found very little actual
monologue during the group activity. There was much more evidence of adaptive
information and collective monologue. As a matter of fact, I think that my
group of three's and four's. The children have a tendency to say many things
which are wholly monologue except that they wotild not say them unless the
presence of the group was there serving as a stim^ilus. This constant throwing
out of ideas directed not at any one person or for giving information or sharing
"but rather the feeling that others are associating with the ideas is collective
monologue. (Others are not expected to "attend or -onderstand" these ideas, as
Piaget explains.) As the children work and play together there is much of this
talking out loud going on among them. Usually they don't care whether anyone
appreciates the idea.
Aside from these o"bservations, I glanced in the room where the two-year-
olds were playing, and got enough repetition and monologue to fill several
pages inside of a few minutes. Yet I did not notice presence of the socialized
forms of speech. This was only in passing, "but I feel sure, after seeing the
strong group tendencies in my own group, that with the maturing of the children
monologue and repetition, are the first tjrpes of speech to decrease in usage.
One does get repetition strongly even at four "but it is more for occasional fun
at four and more for exploration and experimentation at two.
One cajinot get a focus on the frequency of all of these categories in two
hours. In fact the illustrations on THEEAT, were found in passing—at ajaother
time, "but put iijf'to illustrate the practical presence of it in the group speech.
However, just from seeing how easily one could get some types, and how infrequent
were others, one can tell there must be certain tendencies according to age.
When the children counted their links in their Christmas paper chains, I
noticed they were not .lust counting. They were doing something else too. They
were saying "by the expressions on their faces and their demonstrative, clear,
slow, pointing to each link, "Look, children, how many I have. I want to give
you the information on what I was a"ble to do. I want you to see mine and listen
to mel" That is the way they counted out their chains aloudi It was more than
a monologuel And so it went with all of their conversation. Again end again
the deciding factor was the HOW of their expression as they spoke. Such discovery
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puts one closer on the road of MEA-NIHG. It shov/s us that words and meaning in
a sentence are often completely divorced. As an illustration of this, take
the two instances of threat . According to whet is printed in words (on page two
under THREAT), "both Alex's statement tliat she was going to "burn me and the
school up and Keith's idea that he was going to eat me up were, on paper, THEEATS.
BUT when I explain further the WAY each of these was told, Alex's still remains
a threat and Keith's actual meaning was, "You can't tell me to "be still in
rest, "because I can "be funny and laugh at you.' I love to laugh "because I know
I shouldn't in rest period, It get you irritated." Keith would just look at
me and say "I'm gonna eat you up", and smile and laugh "but I knew that there
was no threat involved, even though the actual words are literally in the form
of a threat.
The most important fact gained from the foregoing o"bserv8tions was the
difference "between the different types of conversation and the difference "be-
tween words and their MEANINGS -underneath, as far as the consideration of the
whole sentence is concerned.
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